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Ill Ill 
CommemoratingCommemorating the King 

Everyy year  on October  23, King Chulalongkorn is officiall y com-
memoratedd in a national ceremony, which is celebrated in all dis-
tric tt  and provincial public administration centres of any 
significance.. October  23, the anniversary of the king's death, or 
Chulalongkornn Day, is a national holiday. There are several other 
nationall  holidays in honour  of the monarchy: Chakri Day on Apri l 
6,, commemorating the establishment of the Chakri dynasty in 1782; 
Coronationn Day on May 5, commemorating the official coronation 
off  King Bhumibol in 1950;1 Queen's Day/Mother's Day on August 
12,, on the occasion of the birthday of Queen Sirikit ; King' s 
Day/Father'ss Day on December  5, on the occasion of the birthday 
off  King Bhumibol. Also to some other  historical kings, such as 
Kin gg Taksin and King Naresuan, commemoration days are dedi-
cated.22 However, of the days dedicated to historical kings, only 
Chulalongkornn Day is a national holiday. Why? Does this imply an 
officiall  recognition of any superiority of King Chulalongkorn over 
otherr  kings? How is the king commemorated, by whom, when and 
where?? By addressing the place of ritual  action in the King Chu-
lalongkornn cult this chapter  seeks to provide an answer  to these 
questions.. Following Bell, I perceive ritual  as a cultural practice 
(Belll  1997). Acknowledging both the roles of participants and spec-
tators,, and the variety of the contexts in which they operate, I un-
derstandd ritual as situational and performative. Ritual, as Hughes-
Freelandd and Crain say, 'i s most usefully and relevantly theorised as 
aa contested space for  social action and identity politics - an arena 
forr  resistance, negotiation and affirmation ' (1998:2). The ritualised 
actionss organised in the setting of Chulalongkorn Day wil l prove to 
bee such contested, social spaces, indeed. Without this perspective, 

11 On June 9, 1946, the day that King Ananda Mahidol died, the reign of King 
Bhumiboll  began. On that day an investiture ceremony for the accession to the 
thronee was held. The coronation ceremony, however, took place in May 1950 
afterr the king's return from his studies in Switzerland earlier that year (see further 
Chapterr V). 
22 Taksin Day falls on December 28, the day that General Tak was crowned King 
off  Thonburi in 1768. Naresuan Day (or Army Day) falls on January 25). 
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thee multi-layered and dynamic character of the cult would be diffi -
cultt to access. 

Thee ethnographic basis of this chapter mainly stems from 
researchh carried out in three different localities where Chulalong-
kornn Day is celebrated annually. The first locality is the Royal Plaza 
wheree I attended the official commemoration ceremony of Chu-
lalongkornn Day 1996 as well as the popular celebrations around the 
day.. The second locality is the residence of Mae Wan, a spirit me-
diumm in the vicinity of Chiang Mai, where I attended the Chu-
lalongkornn Day celebrations in 1998. And the third locality is Wat 
DotDot Chang, the Chiang Mai temple introduced in Chapter II, where 
II  had the opportunity to attend the Chulalongkorn Day celebrations 
off  both 1997 and 1998. 

Throughoutt this tripartition according to location, the chap-
terr explores the two spheres of the official and the popular celebra-
tionss and their mutual interaction. The national wreath laying 
ceremonyy at the equestrian statue is the core of the Chulalongkorn 
Dayy celebrations. In the same way the equestrian statue surpasses 
alll  other portraits in import, the wreath laying ceremony transcends 
anyy other ritual. An analysis of the central ritual wil l make clear 
whyy this early morning event, on an empty square, is yet the pivotal 
elementt in the cult. The annual repetition of this particular ritual 
maintainss the Thai collective memory of a crucial part of the na-
tion'ss history, by formally renewing and confirming the link be-
tweenn the King Chulalongkorn myth and the equestrian statue. The 
popularr rituals at the other localities or at the statue, however, re-
flectt the ongoing process of reworking the myth in daily life. Fi-
nally,, I wil l analyse the popular celebrations by delineating the 
interactionss between the various groups and individuals participat-
ingg in the events, to explain how in the King Chulalongkorn cult 
genderr politics and identity formation are articulated in ritual action. 

TheThe origin of Chulalongkorn Day 

Onn October 23, 1910 - just after midnight - King Chulalongkorn 
passedd away. Although the king was suffering from diabetes and a 
chronicc kidney disease his death came unexpected. His sickbed had 
lastedd less than one week. Within that period only very few people 
kneww about his actual condition, which was kept secret. It was ta-
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booo to inquir e after  the king's health (Smith 1982 [1957]:94). 'Less 
thann forty-eight hours before he died the First Queen [Queen Sao-
vabhaa Phongsri3] had reported that: "Hi s Majesty has improved in 
alll  respects.'"  (Vella 1978:1). 

Noo trul y contemporary eyewitness report on the reactions to 
thee king's death has come down to us. Malcolm Smith, who became 
Queenn Saovabha's physician in 1914, reports to have been told by a 
bystanderr  that *[w]hen the Crown Prince came in and announced 
thatt  the King was dead, the entire company prostrated themselves 
andd saluted three times in the customary manner.4 Everyone was 
deeplyy moved; many of them wept, for  they had a real affection for 
thee man who had ruled over  them so long' (Smith 1982:94).'  Wales, 
expressingg himself in similar  terms, adds a strong conclusion: 

(...)) King Rama V created in the hearts of his subjects an 
entirelyy new outlook with regard to the ruler, a deep per-
sonall  affection for  the sovereign who had done so much to 
relievee the hardships of his people, as apart from the in-
grainedd traditional respect for  the kingship. Hence, after  his 
death,, there arose a spontaneous desire for  an annual oppor-
tunit yy for  the people to pay public homage to his memory' 
(Waless 1992 [1931]:171). 

Accordingg to Vella, people gathered on November  16 (during the 
king' ss lif e celebrated as second coronation day) - three weeks after 
thee king's death - at the equestrian statue to express their  grief, add-
ingg that 'the tribut e to Chulalongkorn was in large measure a popu-
larr  and spontaneous outpouring of public sentiment' (Vella 
1978:141).. In particular  the accounts of Vella and Wales leave us 

33 King Chulalongkorn married the then Princess Saovabha Phongsri (1863-1919) 
inn 1878. She was the 66th child of King Mongkut and hence, a half-sister of King 
Chulalongkorn.. The king had also married her two elder sisters, Queen Sunanda 
Kumariratanaa (see below) and Queen Savang Vadhana. In 1895, Queen Saovabha 
wass bestowed with the title 'First Queen' (Somdet Phraboromma Ratchini), the 
titlee awarded to the mother of the heir-apparent. In that year Prince Vajiranahit, 
thee eldest son of Queen Sawang died and the succession passed to Prince Vajira-
vudhh (the later Rama VI) , Queen Saovabha's eldest son. 
44 That is, the specific gesture to salute the king or queen, the thawai bangkhom, 
seee below. 
55 As second coronation day, November 16 had been a significant day in the cele-
brationss of the fortieth anniversary of King Chulalongkorn's accession to the 
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withh the problem that it is not possible to judge what 'popular*  and 
'spontaneous'' exactly mean, nor which parts of the population par-
ticipated,, as both authors do not mention their sources or give any 
moree detail. But it is well imaginable that the king's death - given 
thee importance attributed to Buddhist kings as protectors and 
sourcess of well-being, and the fact that this king had ruled for such 
aa long period - was a shock for many. On the other hand, we may 
wonderr to what extent these descriptions of the veneration for King 
Chulalongkornn echo Prince Damrong's writings. 

Inn 1912, King Chulalongkorn's son and successor, King Va-
jiravudh,, decided to honour his father by declaring the anniversary 
off  his death 'Chulalongkorn Day' or wan piya maharat, literally 
'thee Day {wan) of the Great Beloved King.' King Vajiravudh to a 
largee extent must have been inspired by Great Britain's Victoria 
Dayy (Vella 1978:141). Much of this king's work and policies show 
hiss thoroughly British education, which he received when living in 
Britainn from 1893 until 1903. Vella even speaks of him as a 'Victo-
rianrian Siamese Prince' (ibid.:8-9). Like Chulalongkorn Day, Victoria 
Dayy - actually Empire Day, later modified to Commonwealth Day 
-- had been proposed by Queen Victoria's son: King Edward VII. 6 

Onn October 23, 1913, the Bangkok Times wrote: 

'' (...) just as Victoria Day is largely an opportunity for 
bringingg home to youth at school something of the meaning 
off  the British Empire, so Chulalongkorn Day may well sur-
vivee to a later generation as an aid to inspire youth with the 
spiritt which the Rulers of Siam in our time have done their 
utmostt to foster' (quoted in Vella 1987:142). 

Thee institution of Chulalongkorn Day thus sprang from the kind of 
modernn nationalism also promoted by Prince Damrong. This ideo-

thronee in 1908. First coronation day, November 11 clearly was of more signifi-
cance.. Not only the equestrian statue was unveiled on November 11, but the king 
alsoo held a 'first stone-laying ceremony' for the construction of the Anantha 
Samakhomm Throne Hall. King Vajiravudh decided to hold his first coronation day 
(which,, as said before, had to take place within one month after King Chulalong-
korn'ss death) also on November 11. This probably explains why people gathered 
att the statue on November 16 and not on November 11, as that day all attention 
wass directed at the coronation. 
66 Different is that Victoria Day was celebrated on the queen's birthday (May 24). 
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logicall  background is, of course, important for a wider comprehen-
sionn of the King Chulalongkorn cult and I wil l elaborate on this di-
mensionn of the commemoration below. To attribute, however, the 
institutionn of Chulalongkorn Day solely to contemporary national-
ismm and King Vajiravudh's British background does not acknowl-
edgee the context of Thai magic-religious thinking (cf. Vella 1978), 
whichh plays its own role in the motivations of King Vajiravudh and 
thee effects of the institution of Chulalongkorn Day. To a large ex-
tentt Chulalongkorn Day is also a continuation of the royal ancestor 
worshipp as elaborated by King Mongkut and King Chulalongkorn, 
inn combination with the already existing practises of paying homage 
too deceased kings by the public. The importance of these aspects 
becomess the clearer when comparing Chulalongkorn Day with 
Chakrii  Day, which also was initiated by King Vajiravudh, and is, 
moree than Chulalongkorn Day, considered to be Thailand's 'Na-
tionall  Day.' 

ChakriChakri Day 

Everyy year, on Chakri Day, April 6, King Bhumibol and Queen 
Sirikitt pay respect to eight gilded life-size statues of the previous 
kingss of the Chakri Dynasty. The statues are enshrined in one of the 
buildingss — the 'Royal Pantheon' — of the Wat Phra Kaeo (the 
Templee of the Emerald Buddha).7 On April 6, the Royal Pantheon, 
normallyy closed, is open to the general public. The king, the queen 
andd other members of the royal family also perform a wreath-laying 
ceremonyy in front of a statue of King Rama I the Great (Somdet 
Phraa Phutta Yot Fa Chulalok Maharat), the founder of the present 
dynasty,, at the Memorial Bridge in Bangkok. 

Ass already elaborated on in the previous chapter, the kings 
off  Siam worshipped their ancestors as the guardian spirits of the 
monarchyy and the kingdom. For King Chulalongkorn his father, 
Kingg Mongkut, had become the phra sayam thewathirat, the divin-
ityy protecting Siam and its inhabitants. He had a phra sayam the-
wathiratwathirat statuette cast, bearing the features of King Mongkut (see 

77 Wat Phra Kaeo is the temple connected with the Grand Palace and built within 
itss precincts. The temple houses the Emerald Buddha, which is Thailand's most 
reveredd Buddha image. 
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II.6).. Apart from the phra sayam thewathirat image, King Chu-
lalongkoraa had statues cast of each of the four previous Chakri 
Kingss as objects of worship. Herewith he followed in his father's 
footsteps,, as it was King Mongkut who started with obeisance 
ceremoniess for King Rama I, II and III (Vella 1978:142). What 
makess the statues special is that although they are made - in accor-
dancee with tradition - in the same size as a crowned Buddha image, 
theyy are true portrait statues, rendering the features and anatomy of 
eachh king, which was a novelty (Apinan 1992bl:342).8 The statues 
weree kept in the Grand Palace, until King Vajiravudh had them -
pluss a statue of King Chulalongkorn cast by then - transferred to the 
Watt Phra Kaeo. For the purpose a temple building was renovated, 
whichh was renamed the Phrasat Phra Thepbidon (literally, the Pal-
acee of the Divine Ancestors) or, as it is usually rendered in English, 
thee Royal Pantheon. The renovation was completed in 1918 and 
Kingg Vajiravudh chose April 6 to be the inauguration day: the day 
Generall  Chakri was crowned king in 1782 and founded the Chakri 
Dynasty.. Therefore, April 6 was 'an auspicious day "both for the 
Chakkrii  Dynasty, and also for Siam as a Nation"' (King Vjiravudh 
quotedd in Vella 1978:142). The king himself compared Chakri Day 
withh the French July 14 and the American July 4 (ibid.: 143). A sig-
nificantt difference is, however, that in contrast to these republican 
nationall  days (sic), Chakri Day resulted from a fruitful merging of 
traditionall  royal ancestor worship with modern nationalism. 

Thee institution of Chakri Day thus for one part has to be un-
derstoodd as the continuation of a trend already set by King Mongkut 
andd King Chulalongkorn. A major turn, however, is that the royal 
ancestorr worship was transferred from the private to the public 
sphere.. The obeisance ceremonies organised during the Fourth and 
Fifthh Reigns took place in the palace and the kings did not conduct 
anyy ritual in public. The phra sayam thewathirat/King Mongkut 
statuette,, for instance, was kept in King Chulalongkorn's bedcham-
berr (Apinan 1992bl:352). 

Althoughh still Thailand's National Day, Chakri Day, unlike 
Chulalongkornn Day, does not seem to touch upon strong popular 

Ass King Rama I, II and III have never been portrayed, the artist had to make the 
statuess after descriptions provided by contemporaries. In particular in the case of 
thee statue of King Rama I (r. 1782-1809) this was problematic as at the time the 
projectt started (1869) only four old people who had actually seen this king were 
stilll  alive (Apinan 1992b! :342; Wales 1992:170). 
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sentiments.99 The present king conducts the annual ritual s and quite 
aa number  of people visit the Royal Pantheon to pay respect to the 
deceasedd Chakri kings, but there are no other  signs of any popular 
involvementt  with the day. The rapid falling into abeyance of the 
latterr  added 'Vajiravud h Day' (November  26), may further  illustrat e 
thatt  a king does not automatically become the object of widespread 
venerationn after  his death, even when a special day is dedicated to 
him.10 0 

SoSo what about Chulalongkorn Day? Lik e Chakri Day, the 
institutio nn of this day partly should be understood as a continuation 
inn a modern form of royal ancestor  worship and the public paying of 
respectt  to deceased kings. The material in this chapter  wil l demon-
stratee that in this case King Vajiravudh' s combination of traditio n 
andd nationalism still flourishes, and enjoys a great popular  involve-
ment.. However, this involvement is for  the greater  part expressed in 
separatee celebrations, apart from the official state ceremony. Never-
theless,, for  good understanding, I wil l place the popular  celebra-
tionss in the context of the official ceremony. This approach also 
enabless me to bring into focus the many-sided dynamism of the 
Kin gg Chulalongkorn cult, and to analyse the amalgam of state-
organisedd expressions of respect for  King Chulalongkorn and popu-
larr  expressions of affection and veneration, which meet, influence, 
reinforce,, but also contradict each other. Again, I wil l start my ac-
countt  with a focus on the activities around the equestrian statue, 
sincee there lie both the heart and the origin of Chulalongkorn Day. 

TheThe nation commemorates 

Wales,, writin g about the period 1925-1930, gives the following ac-
countt  of Chulalongkorn Day: 

99 Taksin Day and Naresuan Day, however, do. Around King Taksin and King 
Naresuann quite extensive cults exist. 
100 Indications that Vajiravudh Day ever existed can be found in Wales. He writes: 
'Onn the anniversary of the death of King Rama V and that of King Rama VI, the 
relicss of these two kings only are honoured, each on the appropriate day (...),' 
and:: 'The fifth anniversary (1930) of the death of King Rama VI was celebrated 
onn an unusually grand scale, the ceremonies extending over three days, 25th, 26th, 
andd 27th November' (Wales 1992:171,172). 
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Onn this day the great equestrian statue of King Rama V, 
situatedd in the middle of the royal plaza, is surrounded by a 
rajavatrajavat fence,11 adorned with tiered umbrellas, and the base 
off  the statue is massed with wreath and artistic floral decora-
tions,, the tribute of schools, government departments, and 
commerciall  bodies. The King [King Rama VII ] and Queen 
arrivee by motor-car, and, after inspecting the floral tributes, 
lightt candles and incense-sticks and offer flowers on the al-
tarr placed opposite the western entrance to the enclosure. 
Thenn they kneel and pay homage while aeroplanes circle 
overhead.. The national anthem is played, and the King and 
Queenn drive away. Throughout the day thousands of people 
takee advantage of the opportunity to pay homage before the 
statuee and, although music and refreshments are provided on 
bothh sides of the plaza, the occasion is celebrated with befit-
tingg dignity (Wales 1992 [1931]:172). 

Exceptt for the royal inspection of the floral tributes and the aero-
planess circling overhead, Wales' description equally could depict 
thee scene of the Royal Plaza on Chulalongkorn Day 1996. Appar-
ently,, Chulalongkorn Day survived all transitions Thai society went 
throughh in the course of the twentieth century unaltered. It seems 
thatt Prince Damrong made an astonishingly accurate prediction - in 
thee very same 1912 letter on the equestrian statue as a gift of the 
people,, mentioned in Chapter II - when he wrote about wan piya 
maharatmaharat 1912: 

II  see an overwhelming number of people coming to the 
equestriann statue from morning til l midnight. I foresee that 
[thee commemoration] as it is this year wil l remain a tradition 
foreverr (1976:34). 

Indeed,, also in 1996 thousands of people, 'from morning til l mid-
night,'' came to the statue to pay homage to their king. We could 
justt leave the observation - as did Prince Damrong and Wales - at 
that,, but a more detailed perspective on 'who pays respect, when 
andd in what manner' wil l show us that at least the present Chu-
lalongkornn Day (and worshipping King Chulalongkorn) is a less 

RajavatRajavat is the royal Thai (ratchasap) word for a fence decorated in royal style. 
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univocall  phenomenon than a mere reading of the above descriptions 
wouldd suggest. A differentiation between the official celebrations 
andd the individual and other informal activities taking place proves 
revealing.. I wil l start my accounts of the different celebrations with 
ann overview of the official celebrations in Bangkok, which in 1996 
comprisedd three activities: a two day 'Chulalongkorn Day exhibi-
tion';; the (national) wreath-laying ceremony (taking place in the 
earlyy morning); and a short afternoon ceremony in which King 
Bhumiboll  and other members of the royal family paid respect to 
Kingg Chulalongkorn.12 As Wales' description of this latter small 
ceremonyy is still very accurate, there is no need to include a de-
scriptionn of the 1996 ceremony below. 

TheThe exhibition 
Onn October 22 and 23, the space behind the statue and the large pe-
destriann area on the left were occupied by the exhibition, composed 
off  a large number of stands built by representatives of governmental 
andd government-related institutions, like the Ministry of Defence, 
thee railway authorities, the tourist authorities, the Red Cross, and 
severall  other charities. This year's Chulalongkorn Day exhibition 
wass organised around the theme 'Protecting the Environment' 
(ngansairotkan(ngansairotkan ruamchaiphakrak singwaedlom). In brief, most 
standss gave some information on the history of the respective insti-
tutions,, often making a link in one way or another with King Chu-
lalongkornn or his reign, and provided the visitors with information 
onn the organisation's tasks and objectives. Clearly, for most organi-
sationss it had not been easy to present a triangular linkage between 
theirr own tasks and activities, 'King Chulalongkorn,' and 'Protect-
ingg the Environment.' In most cases the focus on the environment 
simplyy had been omitted. However, as a military officer from the 
Ministryy of Defence's stand explained to me, the theme of the envi-
ronmentt had been selected because of its relevance and because it 
alsoo was a prominent theme in the celebrations of King Bhumibol's 
goldenn jubilee of his accession to the throne (this jubilee fell in 
1996).. Although quite a few people who had come to the eques-

122 The overall organisation of the official Chulalongkorn Day celebration is the 
responsibilityy of the Bangkok Metropolitan Authority. 
133 The exhibition at the Royal Plaza on Chulalongkorn Day already exists for a 
longerr period. I assume that the Bangkok Metropolitan Authorities, the organisa-
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triann monument had a stroll along the exhibition, I did not get the 
impressionn that anybody had come to the Royal Plaza for the sake 
off  the exhibition. 

TheThe wreath-laying ceremony 
Thee main element of the wreath-laying ceremony is the presentation 
off  memorial wreaths (phuangmala) at the statue, a ritual also intro-
ducedd by King Vajiravudh (Vella 1987:141). Apparently, King Va-
jiravudhh had been inspired by the European custom of laying 
wreathss at memorials. Despite this European influence, the cere-
monyy has evolved into a particular, Thai form. Every year, on Oc-
toberr 22, an extensive 'forest' of stepladder-like constructions is 
erectedd around the monument, to hang the wreaths which wil l be 
presentedd early next day. 

Thee ceremony itself does not take long, especially when tak-
ingg into account the large number of wreaths that has to be pre-
sented:: on October 23, 1996, between 6:30 and 9 AM 
approximatelyy four-hundred wreaths were presented. The largest 
numberr of wreaths certainly had come from educational institutions. 
Thee ceremony mainly consisted of an almost continuous flow of 
well-organisedd groups of children and students, from kindergarten 
too university level, presenting wreaths under the guidance of their 
teachers.. From every class one or two pupils had been selected to 
representt their school. But beside schools, also banks, enterprises, 
thee city authorities, the army, hospitals, public transport agencies, 
musicc bands, war veterans, charities and Scouting Thailand made 
theirr appearance to present a wreath on behalf of their organisa-
tions.. Except for the children and teachers from the International 
Schooll  of Bangkok, everybody, military, civil servants, bank em-
ployees,, and school- and kindergarten children alike, was dressed in 
thee daily or formal uniform of their organisation. When presenting 
theirr wreath the members of each group simultaneously kneel down 
too bow deeply (krap) and salute the king three times (thawai 
bangkhom). bangkhom). 

tionn in charge of the organisation of the wreath-laying ceremony, also is respon-
siblee for the exhibition and its yearly theme. See further Chapter V on the signifi-
cancee and meaning of the linkages made between King Chulalongkorn and King 
Bhumibol. . 
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Thiss Chulalongkom Day ceremony is duplicated all over  the 
countryy at local seats of governmental power  - the provincial and 
districtt  administration centres - or  otherwise at prestigious local 
schools.. Similar  to the ceremony at the equestrian statue, local rep-
resentativess and employees of institutions, organisations, hospitals, 
schoolss and enterprises present wreaths. The equestrian statue is 
substitutedd by a (smaller) copy of the statue or  by another  image of 
thee king. At present, in front  of many provincial halls a statue of 
Kin gg Chulalongkom has been erected.14 On district (amphoe) level 
theree are usually no permanent King Chulalongkom statues, though 
Chulalongkomm Day ceremonies might be held. Several people, who 
hadd spent their  youth in smaller  provincial towns, like Hua Hin or 
Kanchanaburi,, told me that for  the occasion wood-carved or  even 
paperr  copies of the king's image were placed outside in front of the 
Hall .. I myself for  instance, saw such a less-permanent * Chulalong-
komm Day image' in a small district town in Lamphun province in 
1998.. Wreaths - seven in total - had been presented to a huge, en-
largedd photograph of the equestrian statue, mounted on cardboard 
andd cut out. 

Althoughh essentially every institution and every individual 
iss free to present a wreath on Chulalongkom Day, in actual practice 
itt  is mostly established institutions, major  enterprises, and members 
off  the higher  echelons of society who participate in the ceremonies, 
whetherr  at the Royal Plaza or  locally. Thus with regard to schools 
forr  instance, those which are urban and/or  secondary, college or 
higherr  level, or  have students with a more or  less well-to-do back-
ground,, are likely to participate, while the participation of elemen-
taryy schools - certainly of those further  away from the local centre -
iss not self-evident at all. Also the children who are not selected for 
thee wreath presentation wil l not be present. This means that most 

144 Probably a development of the last decade. The King Chulalongkom statue in 
frontt of the city hall of Yasothon, for instance, was erected in 1988 or 1989 (Akin 
1992:18).. The statue in front of the provincial hall in Chiang Mai in 1992. Earlier, 
thee citizens of Chiang Mai presented their wreaths at a wood-carved portrait of 
thee king at a reknowned school in Chiang Mai (Juppharat High School). At that 
time,, the provincial hall was located in the heart of the city, without sufficient 
spacee to conduct the ceremony. After the construction of the new provincial hall, 
outsidee the city boundaries, members of the local elite erected a new (large, more 
thann life-size) statue of the king. Since then the ceremony is performed at the 
provinciall  hall. 
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Thaii  never have attended the ceremony, and that for most Chu-
lalongkornn Day basically means a day off.15 

Thee Chulalongkorn Day wreath laying ceremonies reflect 
thee hierarchical order of the Thai state and its administration. In 
Bangkok,, the nation's political centre of power hundreds of wreath 
aree presented at the equestrian statue: the king's most significant 
image.. Many of these wreaths are presented by representatives from 
thee highest levels of the organisations involved. The further from 
thiss centre, the lower are the strata of the hierarchy represented in 
thee wreath laying ceremony, the more humble is the execution of 
thee king's image the ceremony focuses on, and the fewer people 
participate. . 

Fromm this perspective Chulalongkorn Day appears as the an-
nual,, nation-wide, ritualised affirmation of 'the Goodness of King 
Chulalongkorn,'' which at the same time is a legitimation of the Thai 
statee and its related organisations. The practice to organise the 
ceremoniess at all local seats of governmental power is significant: 
ass the modernisation of Siam's civil service was the king's initia-
tive,, the centres of administrative power are 'directly related' to the 
king.. In the wreath laying ceremonies, the presence of the king's 
imagess serves as the focus of the attendants' respect for the king, 
andd helps the participants to establish and express their own linkage 
withh the king. 

But,, as we have seen in the previous chapters, the King Chu-
lalongkornn myth touches upon much more than national ideology 
alone.. The wider reach of the myth elevates the meaning of the na-
tionall  ritual above the level of legitimising the state. I wil l return 
oncee more to the wreath laying ceremony at the equestrian statue to 
showw how the state ritual permeates the cult, while at the same time 
thee cult permeates the state ritual. 

155 Of many people I got to know who had followed higher education, most had 
participatedd in the ceremony only a few times, some even only once or never at 
all.. Even students of Chulalongkorn University (which was established with the 
remainderr of the money collected for the equestrian statue and still strongly asso-
ciatedd with the king) only participate in the ceremony in their first year. 
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FillingFilling  the centre 

Att  the beginning of the wreath-laying ceremony quite a large num-
berr  of people were present. However, this did not imply that the 
ceremonyy attracted wide public attention. In fact, the public present 
turnedd out to consist largely of parents, relatives, colleagues and ac-
quaintancess of those involved in presenting the wreaths. Most 
groupss immediately left upon completing their  presentation, taking 
'their ''  public with them. Consequently, by the end of the ceremony, 
aroundd 9 AM , the Royal Plaza was almost empty. The emptiness of 
thee square sharply contrasted with the fenced area around the eques-
triann statue, now full with wreaths, and the jam-packed scene of the 
previouss night (see the Introduction) , a scene to be repeated on Chu-
lalongkornn Day evening and on the evening of the 24th. What do 
thesee contrasts reflect? I wil l start with the equestrian statue's pre-
cinctss as a 'ful l place.' 

9:155 AM , October  23,1996,. 
AA woman, one of the few people who had taken place on the 
grandstandd erected for  the occasion grasps my hand as soon 
ass the ceremony has ended. She invites me to join her. To 
myy surprise we approach the equestrian statue from the 
back,, sneaking through a jumble of stands and wreaths. We 
aree doing so, the woman explains, because officials would 
sendd us away if we would proceed to the statue openly. Ap-
parently,, individuals are not allowed to pay their  respect to 
thee king at this moment. Upon reaching the statue, the offi-
cialss on guard do not take any action against us, although 
ourr  appearance 'from behind' catches their  attention. It must 
bee rather  unusual to see a farang (Westerner) approaching 
thee statue like that and I realise being part of the woman's 
strategy.. We pay our  respect at the base of the statue, the 
womann has brought everything required: incense, candles 
andd a garland. When we leave, I see more people approach-
ingg the statue, even from the front. Clearly, the guards are 
nott  that strict. 

Thiss experience left me with the sensation that as soon as 'the state' 
iss leaving, the square becomes 'the place of the people' again. In 
thiss sense, the square can be understood as an arena where control 
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overr 'worshipping King Chulalongkorn' and over the 'his image' is 
pulledd back and forth between state authorities and (groups of) indi-
viduals.. Let me return to my account of the evening of October 22, 
1996.. Coincidentally, October 22 or 'Chulalongkorn Day's Eve' so 
too speak, fell on a Tuesday, the most significant day of the week for 
Kingg Chulalongkorn worshippers. This special evening for large 
numberss of people was reason to come to the statue. Consequently, 
theree were many, many more people than I ever saw on any other, 
ordinaryy Tuesday evening. They left piles of garlands and pyres of 
incensee and candles, which in the end hid the base of the statue al-
mostt entirely from view. On October 23 early morning, the place 
wass clean and empty, as if there never had been any 'Chulalongkorn 
Day'ss Eve' celebration at all. Not a trace of the garlands had been 
left,, nor any other material evidence of the event. Apparently, the 
areaa around the equestrian statue literally had to be emptied, in or-
derr to allow for another fillin g with meaning during the official 
commemorationn ceremony. 

Too fathom the meaning and implication of the official 
wreathh laying ceremony, a description of the actual annual ritual is 
nott sufficient. The ritual may be what brings the organisations to the 
statue,, but with their wreaths they bring in their own meaning. After 
thee ritual the wreaths remain around the statue, demonstrating that it 
iss the latter meaning that lasts. The wreaths therefore deserve a 
closerr look, which wil l provide us with a deeper insight in the ritual 
itselff  and the role of the statue as the focus of the cult. In order to 
comprehendd the 'after-ceremony scene' at the equestrian statue, I 
wil ll  describe five Chulalongkorn memorial wreaths, and the organi-
sationss they represent, in more detail. The selection is rather per-
sonal,, but I purposely included an official institution, an established 
company,, two types of schools and a small business. 

Chulalongkornn memorial wreaths have developed into a 
categoryy of their own, different from both Western memorial 
wreathss and regular Thai funeral wreaths. Most designs combine a 
selectionn of images referring to the king and certain of his particu-
laritiess (portraits, royal attributes, symbols of his deeds, roses) with 
symbolss referring to the organisation or institution presenting the 
wreath.. The basic construction material of virtually all wreaths is 
polystyrenee foam, in Thailand the material used for ephemeral 
decorations,, as can be seen on occasions like conferences or temple 
fairs.. Most individuals and organisations order their wreaths from 
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artists,, usually florists specialising in occasional flower  work. The 
firstfirst  three wreaths described below - judging from the general de-
sign,, materials used and the form and typography of the banderoles 
-- apparently came from the same workshop. 

ReadingReading wreaths 

TheThe wreath of the Boon Rawd Brewery 
(seee figure 17) 
Boonn Rawd Brewery Co.Ltd. (borisat bun rot briwuri chamkat) is 
thee brewer  of the illustriou s Singha Beer  and various other  bever-
ages.. The owners are among Thailand's wealthiest people.16 The 
breweryy was set up in 1934 by Mr . Boon Rawd, an entrepreneur  of 
Chinesee origin. Throughout its history Boon Rawd Brewery has 
maintainedd close connections with the government (Pasuk &  Baker 
1995:113-116).. Its slogan * Singha Beer, Thai Beer'  (bia sing bia 
thai)thai) reflects the company's policy to presents itself as a thoroughly 
Thaii  company producing a genuinely Thai product.17 Major  gov-
ernmentt  campaigns to promote Thai culture and Thai identity are 
sponsoredd by Singha Beer, the campaigns in their  turn influencing 
thee content of the brewery's advertisements (Jory 1999:471). In 
brief,, Boon Rawd Brewery is an important player  in the field of 
Thaii  identity creation, involved in many events that have to do with 
Thaii  national or  cultural identity. 

Inn 1996, Boon Rawd Brewery presented a wreath in the 
shapee of a hop, incorporating barley-heads and hops around a por-
trai tt  of King Chulalongkorn. The portrai t itself was a special one: a 
bencharongbencharong1818 plate with the portrai t of the king. The whole was 
embellishedd with origami-style folded bank notes of twenty and 
hundredd baht on a background of imitation gold brocade. Every 
twentyy baht note was decorated with a lilac-pink imitation gem-

Inn 1995 the Boon Rawd family even was included in the Forbes list of dollar 
billionairess (Pasuk & Baker 1998:56). 
177 According to Kasien the Thai are well aware of 'the un-Thainess of beer as an 
alcoholicc drink originally brought in from the West.' There even is no 'Thai coin-
agee for the word "beer", only a foreign sounding transliteration' (1996:397, note 
28). . 
188 Bencharong is a Thai five- (bencha) coloured porcelain, and was also produced 
inn China to Thai designs for export. 
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stone.. The hundred bant notes, folded to fully display the portrait of 
Kingg Bhumibol printed on them, encircled the portrait of King Chu-
lalongkorn. . 

Thee wreath combined many symbols, all quite obvious for 
thee Thai beholder. Clear enough, the hop and barley-heads represent 
thee company and its main product. The bencharong porcelain is 
stronglyy associated with Royal arts and nineteenth century Siam, 
andd in particular with King Chulalongkorn. The king was an avid 
Chinawaree and bencharong collector, a pastime of which the Viman 
Mekk collection gives testimony.19 The king - following European 
royall  taste - had several dinner- and tea services decorated with his 
portraitt made. Also bencharong bowls and plates as well as other 
typess of chinaware meant for decoration were made with the king's 
portraitt or other royal symbols, such as King Chulalongkorn's ci-
pher.. Today, contemporary 'King Chulalongorn bencharong' of 
coursee is hard to find, and very expensive. There is, however, ample 
productionn of new 'King Chulalongkorn bencharong,' as is 'King 
Bhumiboll  bencharong.9 For those who cannot afford porcelain, 
theree is cheap melamine imitation King Chulalongkorn bencharong. 

Thee gemstones in the wreath are lilac-pink because pink is 
'Kingg Chulalongkorn's colour.' In Thailand much more importance 
iss attributed to one's day of birth - that is, the day of the week one 
wass born — then to one's date of birth. For the Thai, each day of the 
weekk has its own colour, which is considered auspicious for people 
bornn that day. King Chulalongkorn was born on a Tuesday, which' 
colourr is pink.20 This 'implies' that the king's favourite colour was 
pink.. Finally, the display of King Bhumibol portraits around that of 
Kingg Chulalongkorn visualises the familial and spiritual connection 
betweenn the two kings. 

Sirr Thomas Sanderson, a British diplomat in Bangkok wrote in 1892:'Not long 
agoo the King took a fancy to making a collection of rare China in sets (...). The 
wholee official world goes about the country in search of rare china: they would go 
andd would divest themselves of their high rank and haughtiness and stoop low to 
beg,, borrow, purchase and use threats to obtain the object of their wishes from the 
poorr and the rich (T.H. Sanderson in Brailey 1989:54). According to Sanderson, 
thee king favoured those who brought him nice objects, while those who did not 
succeedd were neglected by purpose (ibid.). 
200 The colours of the other weekdays are as follows: red for Sunday, yellow for 
Monday,, green for Wednesday, orange for Thursday, blue for Friday, purple for 
Saturday. . 
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TheThe wreath of the SaiJai Thai Foundation 
(seee figure 18) 
Thee Sai Jai Thai Foundation {munithi sai chai thai) is a charity 
dedicatedd to the support of (the families of) military, policemen and 
civilianss who died or became injured or disabled while defending 
theirr country. The Sai Jai Thai Foundation is closely connected with 
thee present royal family. The foundation is under royal patronage 
sincee 1975, with Princess Sirindhora (the crown princess) as its 
president.. Moreover, images of King Bhumibol and Queen Sirikit 
visitingg wounded soldiers in field hospitals in the framework of the 
foundation'ss activities in the sixties and seventies still are part and 
parcell  of present regular television programmes on King Bhumibol 
andd the monarchy.21 

Thee foundation's 1996 wreath was executed as a sixteen-
pointedd gold brocade star, again with imitation gemstones, lilac-
pink,, articulating the contours of the wreath. The symbol of the or-
ganisation,, a dark-red heart with the map of Thailand and thick 
dropss of blood dripping from the heart, dominates the design.22 To 
thee left side of the blood drops we see a portrait of the king mounted 
inn a golden frame above pink and white artificial flowers. The right 
lowerr corner is decorated with a bunch of more lavishly coloured 
artificiall  flowers, even including littl e birds. 

Throughh the articulation (three-dimensional and brownish 
red)) of the already dramatic Sai Chai Thai symbol, this wreath ex-
udess nationalistic sentiments. The positioning of the king's portrait 
nextt to the drops of blood adds to the dramatic effect. The message 
off  the composition is difficult to miss: as did King Chulalongkorn, 
thee Sai Jai Thai Foundation (under royal patronage) strives for the 
maintenancee of the Thai nation. The activities of the Sai Jai Founda-
tion,, its appeal to nationalist sentiments and its very existence 
shouldd be understood against the background of the cold war and 
thee fight against communism or, more generally, the 'fighting [of] 
alll  sorts of "enemies" to protect the nation' (Thongchai 1994:137). 

211 See Chapter V for more details about this category of television programs. 
222 The foundation's actual emblem consists of a (purple) pagoda-shaped back-
ground,, with the royal emblem in gold, positioned above the heart in red, the map 
inn white and drops of blood in red being the foreground. 
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TheThe wreath of the Ratchasetthi Art School 
(seee figure 19) 
Thee Ratchasetthi Art School is named after a member of the 
Ratchasetthii  family, probably its founder. The name, more precisely 
thee prefix ratcha- (royal), indicates that the family is of Chinese 
backgroundd and got its Thai family name from King Chulalongkom 
ass a reward for some particular merit. The part setthi (rich person) 
suggestss that this merit was of financial nature.23 

Thee wreath of Ratchasetthi Art School (rongrian ratchaset-
thithi sinlapakam) is designed in the shape of a peacock displaying its 
fan.. Against a blue and gold brocade background a large variety of 
smalll  circular and oval portraits of King Chulalongkom form the 
fan'ss eyes. Artificial gemstones in appropriate colours add to the 
fan'ss splendour. Under the protruding peacock's body the wreath is 
decoratedd with yellow and white flowers and a small traditional gar-
landd of jasmine and pink roses. 

Withh this wreath the Ratchasetthi Art School has really 
madee an effort to live up to its name. This three-dimensional pea-
cockk with its skilfully applied details is an exceptional piece of 
work.. There is not much symbolism in the wreath, except for that 
thee peacock belongs to the category of mythical animals inhabiting 
thee sphere of nirvana, and is associated with royalty and Buddhism 
(seee Wales 1992 [1931]:167). The wreath represents the art school 
becausee of its extraordinary design, and obviously was made at the 
schooll  itself. The similarities between this wreath and the former 
twoo make clear that they all were made by the school. Together, the 
wreathss form one big advertisement for Ratchasetthi Art School. 
Thee fact that this school made the other two wreaths - or at least 
hadd its wreath made by the same artist - might indicate how these 
organisations,, all in one way or another involved in maintaining and 
shapingg national identity, irrespective of their different fields of ac-
tivity ,, are part of a nationalist network. Generally, art schools teach 
Thaii  traditional arts and are actively involved in the creation and 
propagationn of Thai identity. 

Forr this interpretation I am indebted to Sermsee Boonsoot. 
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TheThe wreath of the Worarat School 
(seee figure 20) 
II  cannot provide much background information on the Worarat 
Schooll  (worarat suksa, a private primary school). But, since it is a 
privatee elementary (suksa) school its pupils wil l probably come 
fromfrom the more well-to-do families. 

Thee wreath of Worarat School is entirely made of polysty-
renee foam. The wreath has the shape of a pagoda. From top to bot-
tom,, the wreath is decorated with gold painted symbols amidst gold 
paintedd flowers, to start with the royal emblem (phra maha chai 
mongkut,mongkut, the Great Crown of Victory). In front of the emblem 
floats,, as it were, the Thai number five in pink. Immediately under 
thee emblem there is a traditional royal war helmet with sword, the 
swordd possibly representing the Venerated Sword of Victory (phra 
saengsaeng khan chai si). The helmet leans on the middle tooth of a tri-
dentt (trisun), which in its turn rests on a discus with knives (chak). 
Onn the left and the right two guardian angels each hold a spear with 
banner.. A hand-painted portrait of the king on polystyrene foam 
demarcatess the transition from heaven (blue) to earth (red). The 
decorationss left and right of the portrait represent temple doors. At 
thee bottom we see a lower arm and a broken chain below it. 

Thee design is full of meaning. The pagoda shape places the 
wreathh in a religious context. The royal emblem is one of the rega-
lia,, as is the Sword of Victory. The pink ' 5' refers to the fact that 
Kingg Chulalongkorn was the fifth king of the Chakri dynasty 
(ratchahan(ratchahan thi ha). The helmet and sword refer to Thai kings as 
royall  warriors, and defenders of the independence of the kingdom. 
Thee trident and the discus are the traditional regalia of the Chakri 
dynasty,, as they are believed to have been the weapons of General 
Chakri.. The positioning of the portrait refers to the belief that King 
Chulalongkornn has been a king who, during his reign, belonged 
bothh to the world of ordinary people (lokiya) and to the world of the 
enlightenedd (lokutara). Virtuous kings are believed to be sommu-
thithep,thithep, 'assumed divinities.' Finally, the lower arm and the broken 
chainn refer to 'the abolition of slavery.' 

Thee wreath's symbolism referring to the Chakri Dynasty and 
Kingg Chulalongkorn demonstrates the school's intent to create itself 
aa place in the sphere of Thainess, evoking the narratives on inde-
pendencee and the abolition of slavery with a few powerful symbols. 
Byy evoking the narratives, the school also stresses its natural link-
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agee with King Chulalongkorn, the founder of Thai modern educa-
tion. . 

TheThe wreath of '9944231-3' 
(seee figure 21) 
Thee identity of the presenter of this wreath remains hidden behind 
thee phone-number 9944231-3. The wreath, mainly embellished with 
pinkk roses - the king's favourite flower in the King's favourite col-
ourr - consists of a display of sepia-hued well-known photographs of 
Kingg Chulalongkorn. The presenter wishes the beholder 'miracles' 
(phon(phon pathihan), hereby turning the wreath into a huge public Chu-
lalongkornn Day greeting card. But the well-wisher does not leave it 
too miracles, and also wishes 'gifts' (khong khwan) and 'decorations' 
(khong(khong pradap). Apparently, the presenter has a business in auspi-
ciouss gifts, such as King Chulalongkorn portraits: his wreath, itself 
almostt a greeting card, is an advertisement as well. The lower text 
reads:: ' "it is auspicious" (pen mongkhori) to give [such objects to 
matterss concerning] lif e (hai kap chiwii)... home (thi yu asai) ... 
[and]]  office {samnak rigan).' 

Thee presenter of the 9944231-3 wreath clearly cannot appeal 
too any specific linkage with King Chulalongkorn, the monarchy or 
Thaii  identity. The plainness of the wreath's design shows, however, 
thatt the king's effigy alone is sufficient to evoke the myth of the 
Greatt Beloved King. But, precisely because there are no symbols 
referringg to any specific element of the narratives, on this wreath the 
kingg appears as merely the Great Beloved King of all Thai to whom 
thee presenter can relate. 

Thiss small selection from the over four-hundred wreaths presented 
showss how the wreaths fill  the area around the equestrian statue 
withh numerous symbols referring in more or less detail to the myth 
off  the Great Beloved King, of which the statue itself is the ultimate 
symbol.. The myth, however, as we have seen in the previous chap-
ters,, is not fixed and is being reworked continuously. Consequently, 
thee myth, as it is present in the minds of both the participants and 
thee general public, consists of different versions and elaborations. 
Withh the wreaths, therefore, new meaning is carried to the statue in 
thee annual ceremony. However, this remains largely hidden because 
thee symbols remain the same. The wreaths at the base of the eques-
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triann statue connect new and old interpretations of the myth of the 
Greatt  Beloved King with the statue. In this way the annual repeti-
tionn of the momentary ritual  at the statue confirms and sanctions the 
remembrancee of the king in the collective memory as it changes 
overr  time. Here the official ceremony differs essentially from any 
popularr  ritual or  celebration. The official ceremony primaril y links 
thee myth with the statue, while individual worshipping primaril y 
link ss the worshipper  with the king - or  more precisely, with his im-
agee as presented in the myth. This gives the official ceremony pri -
mordialit yy over  any popular  ritual:  it provides a legitimation of the 
imagee of the king on which the popular  worshipping is based. 

Thiss analysis differs from Connerton's interpretation of na-
tionall  commemorative ceremonies as reminding a community 'of its 
identityy as represented by and told in a master  narrative' (1989:70). 
Inn the over-all context of the King Chulalongkorn cult there is no 
needd for  such a reminder  to keep the legend alive in the collective 
memory.. However, the preservation of the annual ritual from 1912 
onwardss certainly wil l have contributed to keeping the myth vital 
andd helped to make the circumstance for  the present cult to evolve. 
Understandingg the wreath laying ceremony as primordia l over  any 
otherr  formal worshipping helps to see why, contrary to intuitio n as 
thiss might be, there is no need to participate in the ceremony: the 
awarenesss that the ritual actually happens, together  with the pres-
encee of the statue, is sufficient for  knowing the myth to be con-
firmed.firmed.  But, more importantly , it contributes to a better 
understandingg of the popularity of the King Chulalongkorn cult: it is 
thee only Thai cult to see its conceptional universe, intentionally or 
not,, formally affirmed by a state ritual at its central object of wor-
ship.. The invariable presence of the statue in the annual state cere-
monyy maintains for  any individual beholder  the sense of the myth 
ass a continuous whole, and of the image of the king as singular  and 
unambiguous.. This unification conceals any differences in interpre-
tation,, those between individual worshippers' renderings, as well as 
betweenn the popular  images of the king and that of the state. Every 
interpretationn goes without saying. They all are a 'natural image' 
(cf.. Barthes 2000 [1972]: 142) of the Great Beloved King, needing 
noo further  explication or  justification . Whether  in the capacity of a 
modernn ruler, Buddhist king, or  personal patron, 'Kin g Chulalong-
korn''  has an eternal, self-evident truth for  every Thai. This natural 
qualityy of King Chulalongkorn corresponds with Barthes' 'very 
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principlee of myth: it transforms history into nature' (ibid.: 129). The 
mythh of the Great Beloved King departs from a historical reality 
(thee very existence of King Chulalongkorn), but by 'abolishing the 
complexityy of human acts,' it provides essences, purifications, clar-
ity,, 'a natural image of this reality' in return (ibid.: 143, 142). To-
getherr with the annual repetition of the commemorative ritual, the 
invariablee presence of the statue confirms this a-historical timeless-
ness:: the statue is not so much a memorial of a past king and past 
events,, but gives King Chulalongkorn presence in the present. 

MuchMuch meaning, many meanings 

Thee overall impression of the celebrations at the equestrian statue is 
onee of contrasting articulations. The popular Chulalongkorn Day 
celebrationss are dominated by fullness and abundance. The official 
Kingg Chulalongkorn commemoration consists of a single, almost 
austere,, wreath laying ceremony. The tidal alternation of fullness 
andd emptiness around the equestrian statue expresses a notable con-
trastt between popular and official celebrations. After the official 
ceremonyy the statue's precincts are visibly most full with meaning, 
whilee most empty of people. During the popular celebrations the 
Royall  Plaza is most full with people, but the meaning they carry to 
orr from the statue remains hidden behind the ubiquitous portraits on 
thee altar tables. 

Thee different scenes at the Royal Plaza, the primary arena of 
competitionn for the control over the king's image, illustrate the ca-
pacityy of the king's image to absorb new meaning. An ability to ab-
sorb,, however, presupposes a certain degree of emptiness. The 
historicall  King Chulalongkorn was 'emptied' to become the 'Great 
Belovedd King' in a Thai myth of modernity and Buddhist moral-
ity.244 The idea of the essential emptiness of a mythical image makes 

Althoughh I am writing from a different perspective, I would like to notice how 
thiss conception of essential emptiness of a mythical image largely parallels La-
can'ss thinking about what he dubbed the point de caption. Reading 'the Great 
Belovedd King' for 'the nation' the following quote would well fit my argument: 
'Inn the point de caption a particular signifier is called to incarnate a function be-
yondd its concreteness, it is "emptied" from its particular signification in order to 
representt fullness in general and be able to articulate a large number of heteroge-
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clearr  how the myth of the Great Beloved King could acquire so 
muchh meaning and so many meanings: the greater  the degree of 
emptiness,, the greater  the potential to receive almost any filling . 
Thee equestrian statue, testifying - as literall y inscribed on its base -
off  the myth of the people's love for  their  king rather  than of the his-
toricall  person of King Chulalongkorn, is the receptacle par  excel-
lencee for  such filling . 

Life'sLife's contingency 

Inn Chapter  II , I took the presence of the king through his portrai t as 
aa starting point to explain the appeal of the Tuesday evening gather-
ingss at the square. The presence of the king through the equestrian 
statuee enables people to experience the protective and the auspi-
ciouss qualities of the king's barami, the lasting, experienceable ef-
fectt  of the king's meritorious conduct. Another  dimension touched 
uponn was the opportunity worshippers have to sacralise objects 
withoutt  any intermediary, like a monk or  spirit medium. By con-
ductingg the proper ritual  at the statue they can establish a direct link 
withh the king's spirit themselves. 

Whenn focussing on the ritualised aspects, the ways King 
Chulalongkornn and other  spirits are approached have much in 
common,, like offering favourite food and flowers, burning incense 
andd lighting candles, praying khatha and pledging to make a votive 
offeringg when a wish comes true.25 The worshipper  establishes a 
personall  contact with the divine through an individual ritual. A  ma-
jorr  difference with other  spirit cults, though, as Nithi rightfull y ob-
serves,, is that in the case of the 'Kin g Chulalongkorn ritual'  one can 
havee one's objects sacralised in this divine contact. In this respect, 
thee spontaneous, massive, public, individuall y conducted sacralisa-
tionn rites at the equestrian statue are surely a new phenomenon. The 
mass-producedd booklets, tapes and leaflets specifying how to con-
ductt  the appropriate ritual  contribute to the cult's distinctly modern 
characterr  and its appeal to the middle class. 

neouss signifiers. The nation is clearly such an empty signifier that serves as a 
pointpoint de capiton uniting the whole community ... (Stavrakakis 1999:80). 

Seee for instance Terwiel's description of the Thai city pillar cult (1978). 
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Howw easy, convenient and positive approaching the king's 
spiritt may seem, dealing with divine powers is never entirely with-
outt danger, even when the power of a meritorious king is con-
cerned.. Apart from love and gratitude, King Chulalongkorn also 
inspiress awe and anxiety. Feelings of awe easily evoke a physical 
response,, like shivers or goose bumps, for example when the king's 
namee unexpectedly is mentioned during a conversation, or when 
peoplee suddenly are confronted with his portrait. Feelings of anxi-
ety,, for example, are articulated in certain stories about the horse of 
thee equestrian statue, or the idea that one cannot take anything home 
fromm the square without asking the king's permission. 

Thee story on how King Chulalongkorn tamed the wild horse 
(Chapterr I) showed already that the horse of the statue may be iden-
tifiedd as the ferocious, fearsome animal from France. It is 'known' 
thatt the horse can be dangerous for those who do not show the ap-
propriatee respect and demeanour. A couple once told me - without 
referringg to this particular story - that the horse punishes people 
who,, intentionally or not, evoke its anger. Such people may sud-
denlyy disappear, they may have been eaten by the horse. With re-
gardd to the idea that one should not take anything from the square 
rightright away, I was told the following story. A German had taken 
somee soil from the flower bed around the statue to his home country 
[?!].. Once back in Germany, the man got seriously ill . His Thai wife 
understoodd the cause of his illness and urged him to return the soil 
too the statue. Being a true farang, the man refused to give in to 
'suchh nonsense' and consequently he died.26 

Worshipperss who believe in the potential danger of such 
violationss (certainly not everyone believes so) wil l not even carry 
awayy a King Chulalongkorn object bought at the square without 
askingg the king's permission. This implies - contrary to Nithi's ob-
servationn - a ritual for which they lack the proper knowledge or 
abilities,, and have to call upon the assistance of an intermediary. 
Since,, as far as I know, only one person at the square renders such 
assistance,, I wil l call him The Intermediary. 

Thee motive of immediate retaliation upon taking away something from a sacred 
placee without consent is paralleled in other stories. See, for instance, Terwiel for a 
storyy about a child which became seriously il l after taking away some incense 
stickss from a shrine (1994:50-51) or The Bangkok Post Horizons Feature of April 
24,, 1997 for a story on special stones which should not be taken from a cave on 
Hatt Nai Plao Beach in Nakhon Si Thammarat Province. 
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Thee Intermediary addresses the statue by uttering magic 
formulaa (khatha) in what people explained to me as being divine 
languagee (phasa thep), a language that ordinary humans cannot 
speakk or  understand. The Intermediary' s behavior  and appearance 
weree remarkable, and in strikin g contrast with that of the people 
askingg for  his mediation. He was shabby, skinny, and aggressive 
andd reminded in all aspects of his appearance more of a beggar  than 
off  a religious expert. The men and women in need for  his help gen-
erallyy were, to judge from their  appearance, well-to-do middle class 
people.. How could a man who clearly represents the seamy side of 
societyy become the 'mediator'  between the king and his - at least in 
termss of material well-being - societally successful fellow coun-
trymen?? He represented everything people wanted to stay far  from: 
thee possibility of societal failure, their  probably humble or  poor 
background,, the fragile basis their  new wealth is build on. Except 
whenn needing his mediation, people indeed stayed far  from him. I 
didd not find anybody who could provide me with more details on 
whoo he was and why he possessed these abilities or  knowledge. 
Thosee who said that they did not believe in the Intermediary' s 
qualitiess called him a swindler, of course. The position of this man 
inn the cult at the square reveals some of the ambiguity of the 
square'ss atmosphere, which is not loaded with positive sentiments 
only.. Maybe precisely because the Intermediary was the personifi-
cationn of many of the uncanny feelings and fears that accompany 
middle-classs lif e - which cannot be expressed openly - he could 
becomee a mediator. Pacifying this repugnant figure may ward off 
thee contingencies of lif e against which his clients seek refuge with 
thee king. This 'dark side' looming behind the King Chulalongkorn 
cultt  also circulates in the form of certain stories, or  maybe better, 
rumors. . 

Inn 1997, both in Bangkok and Chiang Mai, within a few 
monthss several people told me that in Bangkok a house was totally 
destroyedd by fire, except for  a portrai t of King Chulalongkorn that 
miraculouslyy had survived the fire undamaged. A friend told me 
thatt  I probably had heard about the story several times because it 
hadd been front page news in Thai Rath. Some time later  I heard the 
samee story again, though with the alteration that the house was in 

277 Spirit mediums often are supposed to be able to speak phasa thep. Also the 
abbott of Wat Doi Chang regularly spoke in phasa thep. 
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Chiangg Mai instead of in Bangkok. Then, again a few weeks later, 
aa woman told me the following story, which she in her turn had 
heardd from a German friend. This friend had just opened a bar in 
Bangkok.. Among other things, he had decorated the bar with an 
enormouss portrait of King Chulalongkorn. Then a Thai customer 
camee in and looked at the portrait. He told the German that he could 
nott keep the portrait. If he would keep it, a fire would destroy the 
wholee bar except for the portrait. According to the woman, the man 
hadd said: 'Look at the moustache. Can you see there is a small piece 
missingg in the middle? And did you hear the news about the burned 
housee and the King Chulalongkorn portrait that was not damaged at 
all?? Also on that portrait exactly the same piece was missing from 
thee moustache.' 

Thee danger implied by the above story, as well as by the 
meditationn sought with the odd figure of the Intermediary, in my 
interpretation,, point to the fears and uncertainties that are part of 
middlee class life, and helps to explain how the King Chulalongkorn 
cultt and related phenomena arise. The fire in the story and the out-
wardd appearance of the Intermediary represent some of life's most 
fearedd contingencies: losing a house or business by disaster and 
comingg down in life. The story and the seeking of the Intermedi-
ary'ss mediation also indicate how to avert danger and to allay fear. 
First,, there is the way of ritual. The stories about the incomplete 
portraitt and the necessity of mediation when taking something from 
thee square show that ritual, however, requires ritual exactness, the 
forsakingg of which may turn protective powers into the opposite. 
Next,, as we have seen in Chapter II , ritual only works under the 
conditionn of moral conduct. The horse even may punish incorrect 
behaviorr in general, which shows that, also apart from the direct 
contextt of ritual, moral conduct has supernatural implications. 
Whenn moral conduct gets supernatural consequences the distinction 
betweenn ritual and morals fades. The following story illustrates this 
twilight:: did Somphop fail to show the proper respect or did he fail 
too conduct a ritual properly? 

Thee content of such stories is remarkably persistent. Nithi presents a very simi-
larr story: in Chiang Mai, a fire destroyed a house, but left a King Chulalongkorn 
altarr undamaged. Newspapers as well as television paid ample attention to the 
miraclee (1993:23). This miracle is thus a recurring theme, comparable to Bin 
Banlerut'ss (the movie star) miraculous salvation from a car accident, and equally 
partt of the body of stories on the powers of the king. 
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Somphop,, the owner  of a small transport business, told me 
thee following experience. Around New Year  - as most Thai 
doo - he cleaned his house, and also wanted to dust off his 
Kin gg Chulalongkorn portrait . He took a small brush, apolo-
gizedd to the king that he was going to touch him and cleaned 
thee portrait . That evening, many hours later, the portrai t 
suddenlyy fell down. Although it was hanging at least two 
meterss above the floor, amazingly enough, the portrait' s 
glasss was not broken. This incident, according to Somphop 
trul yy demonstrates that King Chulalongkorn portrait s pos-
sesssess magical power  (sing saksit) and that one has to be care-
ful.. It was not for  an ordinary cause that the portrai t had 
fallen.. The house had been quiet and the nail was still in the 
wall.. The portrai t had fallen because he had made an impor-
tantt  mistake: instead of using a clean piece of cloth to clean 
thee portrai t with his own hands, he had used something as 
loww (khong tarn) and dirt y as a brush. 

ChulalongkornChulalongkorn Day at a spirit medium's residence 

AA pantheon of spirits 
Onn October  23,1998, Chulalongkorn Day also was celebrated at the 
residencee (tamnak)29 of Mae Wan, a spirit medium in Saraphi, a dis-
tric tt  bordering on Chiang Mai city. The residence, a white-painted 
modernn building of approximately six by twelve meters with luxu-
riousrious steps leading to a tinted glass facade, resembles the style often 
usedd for  banks and other  urban buildings. But the King Chulalong-
kornn statue in front reveals that this is no ordinary office. Inside, 
nextt  to another  statue of King Chulalongkorn, large statues of the 
holyy historical monks Luang Pu Thuat (1582-?), Somdet To (somdet 
phraphra putthachan (to phrom rangsi)) (1788-1872), and Khru Ba Sri 
Wichaii  (1878-1939) are arranged against the rear  wall.30 Although, 
judgingg from the outside, one would have expected the building to 
bee air-conditioned, the interior  is modest, with fans and littl e furni -

TamnakTamnak literally means 'princely residence' or 'palace,' but is also used to refer 
too the abode of a medium. 
300 The backgrounds of Somdet To and Luang Pu Thuat wil l be dealt with in 
Chapterr IV. For more details on Khru Ba Sri Wichai, see below. 
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ture.. The tamnak sharply contrasts with the traditional teak house 
onn poles a few meters further, where Mae Wan and her husband are 
living.. The garden is decorated with a modest statue of the Chinese 
goddesss Kuan Im (chao mae kuan im) with a shrine, and a (broken) 
fountainn with the earth goddess Thorani. 

Maee Wan - a woman in her fifties - has been a medium for 
Kingg Chulalongkorn's spirit since 1992. Her career as a spirit me-
diumm started when she was seventeen, not long after she had given 
birthh to her first child. At that time she became seriously ill . Regular 
medicall  treatment could not cure her. Then her mother took her to 
seee a spirit medium (mae khi ma, chao song or  rang song) who told 
herr that she only would regain her health if she accepted the spirit(s) 
thatt wanted to posses her. Since she did, Mae Wan has recovered 
fromm her illness and has been the medium for an increasing number 
off  spirits. 

Thee case of Mae Wan follows to a large extent what has 
beenn written earlier about the attainment of female centred spirit 
possessionn in Northern Thailand (Irvine 1982; Wijeyewardene 
1986)) as well as about spirit possession in many other societies: 

Inn the 'primary' phase, women become il l in contexts of 
domesticc strife and their complaints are diagnosed as pos-
session.. The 'secondary' phase is inaugurated when posses-
sionn bouts become chronic, and the afflicted wife is inducted 
intoo what may become permanent membership of the pos-
sessionn cult group (Lewis 1986:93). 

Ultimately,, a woman might become a shaman - like the medium 
whoo cured Mae Wan - being able to control and heal spirit afflic-
tionss in others (ibid.). This close association of women with spirit 
possessionn has generally been analysed in the context of 'the on-
goingg debate about authority relationships between the sexes' (Ir-
vinee 1982:240b).' (..) [W]e are dealing with a wide-spread strategy 
employedd by women to achieve ends which they cannot readily ob-
tainn more directly' (Lewis: 1969:85), to be found in all 'those socie-
tiess in which men hold a secure monopoly of the major power 
positionss and deny their partners effective jural equality' (ibid.:87). 
Lambekk (1993) has extended this debate by providing a focus on, in 
hiss terms, the 'know-how' of spirit possession. The identities of the 
possessingg spirits alter the identity of the medium, her social rela-
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tionss and the power configurations that are shaped in the process of 
possession.. Lambek perceives possession as an alternative form of 
knowledge,, operating in the context of the dominant body of 
knowledge,, in the Thai case that of Theravada Buddhism, irrespec-
tivee of the * uneasy' relationship between the two. The people using 
Maee Wan's services are faithful Buddhists, and so is Mae Wan. 
Bothh spirit possession and Buddhism offer knowledge from which 
people,, in Lambek's line of thought, can freely and variously draw. 
Insteadd of a mere functional-pragmatic approach to spirit possession 
ass a counterhegemonic strategy of the dominated, spirit possession 
shouldd also be considered as a public context in which knowledge 
circulates,, is constituted and understood, which in its turn is re-
workedd into 'personal and moral configurations of thought and ac-
tion'' (1993:395). 

Theree is much truth in both approaches. However, in terms 
off  personal freedom, professional status and economic power, the 
positionn of women in Thai society differs strongly from that of 
womenn in male-dominated Muslim societies, which form the major-
ityy of cases on which Lewis' study is based. Still, in the Thai public 
domainn (see also below), which includes official Buddhism, men 
aree dominant. In this situation, mediumship may provide an oppor-
tunityy for women to increase their influence. In my analysis of Chu-
lalongkornn Day at Mae Wan's residence and of the 'King 
Chulalongkornn spirit possession sessions' I attempt to do justice to 
bothh the economical and societal gains that spirit possession cults 
cann bring for mediums and their entourage, and possession as part 
off  a discourse in which knowledge is constituted, interpreted and 
exchanged.. Spirit possession sessions are complicated events, con-
stitutedd by simultaneous processes of interaction between the me-
dium,, the spirit(s), and the audience. By implication, spirit 
possessionn sessions serve a wide variety needs, fulfi l a wide variety 
off  functions and allow multiple interpretation. My account of Mae 
Wann and her clientele will touch upon many of these aspects. 

Thee first spirit that ever came to possess Mae Wan is the tu-
telaryy spirit Chao La (Lord La). The spirit possesses Mae Wan al-
mostt daily and he is the spirit that Mae Wan's clients come to 
consultt most. Chao La belongs to the category of deities (thewada) 
thatt Wijeyewardene has defined as 'non-descriptive (...) whose 
namess may come from legends now obscure' (1986:207), 'a miscel-
laneouss grab-all' (ibid.:220). Indeed, I did not get much further in-
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formationn than that Chao La was the spirit of a boy of nine years 
old,, coming from a distant and unknown past, but connected to the 
area.. The characteristics of Chao La largely fit Irvine's description 
off  the stereotype of 'the Small Lord' (chao noi), one of the three 
(traditional)) spirit stereotypes mediums use 'to construct identities 
forr their possessing spirits' (1982:253): 

Chaoo Noi (...) is a shy, inexperienced, ignorant, unassertive 
child,, a convenient role for spirit mediums to play in the ini-
tiall  stages of their careers. 

Thee lord is also a spoilt, mischievous, irresponsible 
adolescent,, a smart 'spoilt brat', whose 'good sense of dress' 
iss acted out by the medium when she uses expensive silk or 
scarvess to improve on the standard uniform used by most 
chao:: a long, bright coloured bathing cloth (...) tied at the 
waist,, a head scarf worn tight to the skin and dark glasses 
(ibid.:256). . 

Chaoo La never wore glasses, but always looked smart in his bright 
redd appearance. People come to consult Chao La for healing and 
fortunee telling, as well as to ask for remedies or advice for a variety 
off  problems. Since the spirit of King Chulalongkorn also comes to 
mountt (khi ma) Mae Wan, Chao La serves as, as he calls it, the 
guidee (kait) of King Chulalongkorn, making all the preparations 
necessaryy to lead the spirit of the king to the tamnak at certain 
times. . 

Besidess Chao La and King Chulalongkorn many other spir-
itss use Mae Wan as their medium. Also these spirits are deities (as 
opposedd to ghosts, phi).31 The deities Chao Noi and Chao Phi be-
longg to the same category as Chao La,32 but do not possess the me-
diumm very often. They come at special occasions like the yearly 

311 Deities are believed to live on a higher plane of existence - one of the heavenly 
abodess - then ghosts, who are considered to roam the earth (or hell). Ghosts are 
mostlyy associated with malevolence or with the souls of people who died vio-
lently,, such as through murder or in a traffic accident (phi tai hong) (see also Wi-
jeyewardenee 1986:167). 

Chaoo Phi is the elder brother of Chao La, Chao Noi the younger brother. Ir-
vine'ss Small Lord sterotype applies to Mae Wan's Chao La and Chao Noi. They 
aree thus very similar but can be clearly distinguished by their different dresses. 
Seee Wijeyewardene for a more detailed description of (a female) 'Chao Noi,' 
whichh thus also applies very well to Chao La (1986:222-223). 
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'raisingg of the teacher'  (yok khru) ceremony. A very different 
categoryy of spirits (irregularly ) possessing Mae Wan are those of 
thee monks Somdet To, Luang Pu Thuat and Khru Ba Sri Wichai. 
Forr  Northern Thailand, the manifestation of these monks' spirits 
probablyy is a rather  recent phenomenon.34 In Wijeyewardene's 
studyy not a single reference is made to the spirits of these monks, 
whilee Irvin e (aroundl982) made the observation that some 'mod-
ern''  spirit mediums 'claim to be possessed' by Somdet To. In the 
samee paragraph Irvin e notes that: 'One spirit medium even says that 
herr  most senior  caw [chao] are none other  than King Chulalongkorn 
himselff  (...) and his son, King Wachirawut (...)'  (Irvin e 
1984:318).35 5 

Ass Chao La and some of the regular  clients of Mae Wan told 
me,, the spirits of the monks and the spirit of King Chulalongkorn 
alll  came for  the first  time in 1992. Later, two more spirits appeared: 
thee spirits of two of the king's wives, namely Chao Dara Rachami 
andd Mae Bua Khiaw. Chao Dara Rachami was the daughter  of Phra 
Chaoo Inthanon (r. 1870-1897) the vassal ruler  of Chiang Mai, and 
thee king's only wife from Chiang Mai. The history of Mae Bua 
Khiaww is unclear. I was told that she was the king's wife from Wi-
angg Kalong in Chiang Rai, another  Northern Thai city. 

Thee yok khru ceremony is an annual ritual organised by the medium to honour 
herr possessing spirits' most senior spirit, the so-called teacher (khru) spirit. 
344 This is certainly not the case for central Thailand. Suchart Kusitiwong (the 
founderr of the Huppha Sawan, which organisation wil l be the subject of Chapter 
IV)) was a medium for both Somdet To and Luang Pu Thuat already in the late 
sixties. . 
355 This relatively recent identification of mediums with modern heroes of North-
ernn Thai and national Thai history leads Irvine to distinguish between modern 
(urban)) spirit mediums and traditional (rural) spirit mediums. Except for the im-
portancee attributed to nationalistic ideology, modern spirit mediumship also em-
phasisess the medium's Buddhist qualities. Modern and traditional mediumship 
'markk the extreme poles of a continuum on which differently "traditional" and 
"modern""  mediumship positions can be placed' (Irvine 1984:322, note 6). Mae 
Wann is a good example of a spirit medium who freely combines traditional spirit 
mediumshipp (the stereotypical, non-Buddhist figure of Chao La) with its modern 
variantt (the national hero King Chulalongkorn, and the holy monks). 
366 Chao Dara Rachami is object of a wider veneration in Northern Thailand. Here, 
thee King Chulalongkorn cult offers an opportunity for regional elaborations ex-
pressingg regional identity. Northern Thai identity, however, was no specific topic 
off  my research. For modern spirit mediumship and Northern Thai identity, see 
Morriss 2000. 
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Maee Wan, like most mediums, is never possessed by any 
spirit,, even not by Chao La, on Buddhist holidays and Wednesdays 
(cf.. Wijeyewardene 1986:192). As Mae Wan said to me: 'Chao La 
knowss that I need some rest too. He makes me tired and that's why 
hee does not come on Wednesdays. I also need some time to do 
shoppingg or to visit relatives.' 

Thatt a single spirit medium functions as the vehicle for such 
aa variety of spirits in Thailand is a common phenomenon. There is a 
generall  tendency to incorporate mythological deities and historical 
figuress from Bangkok urban culture and national history into 
Northernn Thai spirit medium practices (Irvine 1984; Tanabe 1996). 
Tanabee gives a twofold interpretation of this process. Firstly, he fol-
lowss the general interpretation of female possession cults. The wide 
arrayy of spirits contributes to female appropriation of traditionally 
malee domains of power. In Thai society most domains of public and 
supernaturall  power are male dominated: religion, monkhood, ad-
ministration,, politics, law enforcement, and many forms of power-
full  magic. By staging spirits from these domains, female spirit 
mediumss derive their supernatural power from the power of the 
domainss involved. Secondly, the recent appearance of spirits of fig-
uress from national history, or nation-wide venerated holy monks, 
enabless the medium to cater to a wider public beyond the originally 
rurall  setting of Northern Thai mediumship. Fragments of knowl-
edgee from different sources are freely and flexibly combined in the 
mediums'' performances (ibid.: 11). With the latter statement Tanabe 
seemss to come close to Lambek. But, by stating that these frag-
mentss of knowledge from new sources are used to attract a new 
publicc Tanabe, interprets the role of knowledge in the possession 
rituall  merely in terms of the medium's pursuit of power, instead of 
acknowledgingg possession as a particular mode of knowledge. 

Inn the following section I wil l demonstrate how, the state, 
statee rituals and the idiom of state-dominated history have blended 
intoo the amalgam of present-day spirit medium practice. The cele-
brationn of Chulalongkorn Day described below illustrates how Bud-
dhistt ceremonies, traditional tutelary spirit cults, national heroes, 
andd state ritual are incorporated into one big event, orchestrated by 
thee spirit medium and attended by a diverse public. The Mae Wan 
Chulalongkornn Day celebration of 1998 combined four events: an 
initial,, Buddhist ceremony, a wan piya maharat wreath laying 
ceremony,, a possession session with the spirit of King Chulalong-
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kom,, and finally,  the ceremony of offering robes to monks at the 
endd of the Buddhist Lent (thot kathin), which is a traditional rich 
person'ss way of making merit. The latter  ceremony took place in 
thee afternoon at the temple of a small village at a one hour's drive 
fromm the medium's residence. For  my analysis it is not necessary to 
describee the kathin ceremony in detail, but the fact that Mae Wan 
hadd a kathin ceremony organised on Chulalongkorn Day should be 
keptt  in mind, as the inclusion of such rituals contributes to the gen-
erall  appeal of such popular  Chulalongkorn Day celebrations. 

TheThe initial  ceremony 
Ass every other  important event in Mae Wan's tamnak, Chulalong-
kornn Day started with a Buddhist ceremony. Five monks from 
neighbouringg temples had been invited to conduct the ceremony, 
whichh was scheduled to start at 9:30 AM. Before the ceremony be-
gan,, Chao La was very busy, directing all kind of instructions. Upon 
arriva ll  of the monks, the spirit of Chao La left and Mae Wan took 
herr  place among the audience, which was about twice as large as 
usual.. Some one hundred people had come, among whom also quite 
aa few people who I never, or  rarely, had seen during ordinary pos-
sessionn sessions. 

Aboutt  three-quarters of the regular  visitors were women. 
Theyy came from a wide range of districts: Hang Dong, Lamphun, 
Maee Tang, San Patong, San Kamphaeng, Saraphi, and, of course, 
fromm Chiang Mai City self. In social status they largely ranked be-
tweenn lower  urban middle class and villager  {chao ban). The latter 
aspectt  rather  accurately reflects the socio-economic environment of 
thee tamnak and that of the above districts, which are also neither 
urbann nor  rural . In all these areas, densely-built villages and some 
smalll  recent estate developments alternate with paddy fields and 
orchards.. Many families still partly depend on the income from 
theirr  yearly harvest of fruit  or  rice. But, they also depend on the city 
forr  work (as a servant, policeman, or  tailor , for  instance) and 
(higher)) education. 

Furthermore,, it is important to mention the group of five 
middle-agedd ladies who, with their  semi-traditional silk clothes, ex-
tensivee make-up, hair-do, golden jewellery and huge King Chu-
lalongkornn medallions (lokhet), fully met the ideal Thai middle 
classs woman. These women knew each other  and, as wil l be ad-
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dressedd in more detail below, belonged to the group of 'more im-
portant'' visitors. Other participants not to be counted among the av-
eragee clientele of the medium were the men who performed all 
kindss of tasks in the ceremony. Most senior, after the monks of 
course,, was the makkhanayok, the layman leading the ceremony. 
Otherr men were taking care of the microphones, adjusted fans and 
lights,, and supplied the monks with drinking water. These men dis-
tinguishedd themselves from the majority of the audience by gender, 
byy their active involvement, and by their being unusually well-
dressed. . 

Thee Buddhist ceremony conducted, a sankhathan ceremony, 
tookk about half an hour. After the monks finished chanting, offer-
ingss were presented by three women and two men, all middle class 
people.377 Then the monks left and the Chulalongkorn Day celebra-
tionss were continued outside. There ten memorial wreaths were 
waitingg to be presented at the King Chulalongkorn statue in front of 
thee tamnak. During the presentation, the spirit medium was not pos-
sessed,, but was part of the audience. 

TheThe presentation of the wreaths 
Thee director of a high-school, Prajot Wongchai, presided over this 
partt of the ceremony. He was dressed in his official kharachakan 
(civill  servant) uniform. After opening the ceremony by lighting the 
candlee at the statue, he read the names of the persons and/or organi-
sationss presenting a memorial wreath: 

-- subdistrict headman and village headman (kamnan-phuyaiban) 
-- the joined subdistrict policemen (tamruatchumchon tambori) 
-- Free Magazine (fri  maekasin), a recently established two-monthly 
advertiser r 

Generally,, at such occasions to each of the monks a 'ready to take' saffron-
yelloww bucket, filled with food (instant noodles, drinks) and utensils (tooth-
brushes,, soap), as sold in shops selling temple necessities and supermarkets, is 
donated.. According to Terwiel, in his detailed description of the sangkhatan, the 
ceremonyy can only take place in the morning as monks do not eat after noon 
(19944 [1975]: 177-179). However, I have run into several occasions of 
sangkhathansangkhathan held in the afternoon. Probably, with the coming into existence of 
thee 'ready to buy' buckets with preserved foods only, there is no need anymore to 
immediatelyy eat the presented food. Hence, at present, sangkhathan ceremonies 
cann also take place in the afternoon. 
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-- Om Sin Bank (thanakan om sin) 
-- Police Lt. Colonel (phan tamruat tho) Thanet Singsong 
-- group of followers/pupils (khana luksit) 
-- the group from Rai Na Village, in Lamphun District (khana Ban 
RaiRai Na (Lamphun)) 
-- Daughter  and Consort (lukying lae phrasahai) 
-- Mr  Somkhit Saemphet 
-- high-school director  (phu amnuaikan) Prajot Wongchai 

Whatt  does the ceremony up to this point show? Let me start with 
thee position of the chairman of the ceremony. As he told me after-
wards,, he hardly comes to the tamnak, but he knows Mae Wan be-
causee he is a relative of her  husband. He was asked to preside over 
thiss ceremony as he is a high civil servant (and to my idea the high-
estt  civil servant Mae Wan knows personally). The ceremony at the 
tamnak,tamnak, thus, is arranged according to the same hierarchical struc-
turee as the official ceremonies. At the Chiang Mai Provincial Hall, 
forr  instance, it is the governor, as the most senior  civil servant at the 
provinciall  level, who presides over  the ceremony. At the tamnak 
thiss high-school director  is the highest civil servant present.38 

Beforee the director  could come to the ceremony at the tam-
nak,nak, he had to attend the official Chulalongkorn Day ceremony at 
thee Chiang Mai Provincial Hall. As that ceremony ended around 9 
AM ,, the ceremony at the tamnak could start no earlier  than 9.30 
AM .. The same counts for  the representatives of the local admini-
strationn (kamnan and phuyaiban), the policemen, and some other 
attendantss to the tamnak ceremony: all of them first  had to attend 
onee of the official ceremonies. As a result, they all participated in 
Maee Wan's ceremony in their  official uniforms, which certainly 
contributedd to the formal appearance of the event. 

Thee subdistrict and village headmen, and the local police, 
presentedd a wreath every year. Such wreaths, presented by officials, 
aree kept in the tamnak until they have completely disintegrated or 

Off  course, one could argue which position is higher: that of the director of the 
schooll  or that of the kamnan. However, the positions are difficult to compare. 
KamnanKamnan is an elected (temporary) position, to be held next to one's actual profes-
sionn (for instance that of farmer), while the position of a school director (as is the 
casee with that of a governor) is an appointed, full-time occupation. Furthermore, 
contraryy to the sub-district head and the village headman, the director and the 
governorr both wear the formal, white civil servant uniforms. 
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becomee really dirty. The other wreaths are kept too, but less long. 
Withh this display of wreaths the medium demonstrates her connec-
tionss with the local authorities and their acknowledgement of her 
mediumship.. The significance attributed to the display of these to-
kenss of connection is demonstrated most clearly by the preservation 
off  one particular wreath: that of General Bunsak, a military official 
connectedd to one of the royal palaces in Bangkok. He had presented 
thee wreath on Chulalongkorn Day 1996, a few months before I 
camee to know about the tamnak. In the years before, the general had 
beenn a fervent supporter of the medium. He donated large sums for 
thee construction of the tamnak (which was built in 1992), donated 
mostt of the statues, and regularly came the whole way from Bang-
kokk to consult the medium. At that time he had the rank of Lt. Gen-
erall  (phon tho). In 1996 he was made General (phon ek). According 
too Chao La, as well as several people who had known the general, it 
wass because of the help of King Chulalongkorn that he got his pro-
motion.. Although General Bunsak apparently had lost his interest in 
thee medium after his promotion, this loss of interest was not mutual. 
AA few pictures of him and his wife (taken at the palace) are still at 
theirr prominent places on the altar tables, among statuettes of the 
Buddhaa and holy monks, and pictures and statuettes of King Chu-
lalongkorn.. Chao La often mentioned his name and his support (al-
thoughh less frequently as the time passed by), while pointing to the 
memoriall  wreath or to the pictures (and sometimes even King Chu-
lalongkornn did). At Chulalongkorn Day 1998 the memorial wreath 
wass still there. 

Thee presentation of the memorial wreath by Free Magazine 
wass a novelty. Free Magazine only had come into existence in Au-
gustt 1998. The two-monthly newspaper is freely distributed, it be-
ingg fully financed by the placing of advertisements. As a 
consequently,, Free Magazine contains littl e editorial text and many 
advertisements.. The founder and owner had agreed with Chao La to 
usee the tamnak as one of his distribution points. 

Thee woman presenting the memorial wreath on behalf of the 
Omm Sin Bank was a regular visitor of the spirit medium. She often 
camee to see Chao La for support, but she also attended the sessions 
withh King Chulalongkorn. The woman, in her forties and unmar-
ried,ried, lived in the nearby district town, where she had a lower admin-
istrativee position at a local office of the Om Sin Bank. Often she 
wass very tired, and suffered from a painful back and legs. Chao La 
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couldd comfort her  by rubbing her  legs with healing roots and short 
massages.. This woman always made a rather  depressed and un-
healthyy overall impression. Her  contacts with the other  women 
amongg the audience were very limited. It seemed as if she had 
hardlyy anything to say or  to share. Her  presentation of the memorial 
wreathh on behalf of the bank, however, was significant. For  one part 
itt  contributed to the prestige of the ceremony. It made the cere-
mony,, so to say, more complete, as also in the official Chulalong-
kornn Day ceremonies banks present memorial wreaths.39 At the 
samee time, the presentation added to her  own prestige at the tam-
nak.nak. Dressed in her  bank employee uniform, she was not the 'extin-
guished''  woman she usually was, but a 'somebody' contributin g 
substantiallyy to an important event. 

Altogetherr  six wreaths were presented by individuals or 
groupss not representing an official institution . Although the Direc-
torr  and the police Lt. Colonel had their  position and rank men-
tioned,, they presented their  wreaths in their  personal capacities. The 
Groupp of Pupils (khana luksit) and the Group from Rai Na Village 
(khana(khana Ban Rai Na (Lamphun)) were different groups of followers 
off  the medium. In my view, the addition of the word khana gave 
theirr  presentation a more formal appearance, similar  to the official 
ceremonyy at the Provincial Hall where almost all wreaths are pre-
sentedd by centres, offices, institutions, schools, groups and so on. 
Thee representatives of those who called themselves khana luksit 
weree the five middle class ladies mentioned earlier. They played a 
significantt  role in the events of the day, as they were closely in-
volvedd with organising the kathin ceremony, later  in the day. 

Thee lukying lae phrasahai (Daughter  and Consort) were a 
Thaii  woman (Wilai ) and her  farang (Western) husband (David), 
whoo first  had come to the tamnak about half a year  before and im-
mediatelyy became intensively involved. The woman told me she 
wass the reincarnation of one of King Chulalongkorn's children: the 
unbornn child of Nang Rua Lorn ('the lady of the capsized boat'). 
NangNang Rua Lorn is the popular  name for  Queen Sunanda Ku-
mariratana,, one of the most beloved queens of King Chulalongkorn. 
Onn May 31, 1880, the queen, her  daughter, and her  unborn child all 
diedd when their  boat capsized on their  way to Bang Pa-In Palace in 

399 Personally, I wonder whether the bank's employee had asked or obtained per-
missionn to present the wreath in name of the bank. 
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Ayutthayaa Province. Their death was all the more tragic as they 
mightt have been saved if it would not have been forbidden for 
commonerss to touch members of the royal family. After the acci-
dentt the king changed the law and lifted the prohibition. Further-
more,, he erected a memorial for his beloved wife in the gardens of 
Bangg Pa-In palace. The memorial, containing the ashes of the 
queen,, consists of a marble obelisk with inscription. 

Thee Nang Rua Lorn memorial stands next to the Raja-
NusornNusorn (Rememberance) memorial. The latter memorial was built 
inn 1888 to commemorate a consort, a daughter and two sons of 
Kingg Chulalongkorn who all had died in 1887. Different from the 
austeree Nang Rua Lorn memorial, the Raja-Nusorn memorial has no 
inscriptions.. On each side of the base a marble bust, decorated with 
marble-carvedd flowers, depicts one of the four deceased. 

Wilaii  told me about her and her husband's relationship with 
Kingg Chulalongkorn. Some time ago she had been visiting Bang Pa-
inn Palace, something she had wanted for a long time already. She 
alsoo went to see the memorial of Nang Rua Lorn. Looking at the 
memoriall  she was overwhelmed by a very strong sensation of sad-
ness.. There was, of course, no bust of the unborn child.40 At the 
momentt she realised this, she knew that she was the reincarnation of 
thiss child. Not much later she learned about the tamnak of Mae 
Wan.. Although she never had been here before, at her first visit the 
kingg immediately recognised her as his daughter (lukying), which 
reconfirmedd her feeling. For Wilai this event made her feel 'coming 
home.' ' 

Herr husband, on the wreath referred to as Consort, had 
foundd out that he had come to Thailand in a previous lif e during the 
reignn of King Chulalongkorn. At the time he had been an Austrian 
generall  and he had become an advisor and friend to the court. Wilai 
hadd recognised him on an old photograph with the king and other 
memberss of the court taken in Russia. l Because both Wilai and 
Davidd had shared a relationship with King Chulalongkorn in a pre-

Wilaii  thus actually had her experience at the Raja-Nusorn monument. 
411 The photograph Wilai refers to was taken on July 10, 1897 in the gardens of 
Alexandraa Palace in St Petersburg. King Chulalongkorn, Crown Prince Vajira-
vudh,, and Tsar Nicolas II with his wife and sister are seated in front. Behind King 
Chulalongkornn stands a European man, whom David resembles very much in-
deed.. This man, however, is not an Austrian general but Count Muravieff, the 
Russiann Minister of Foreign Affairs (see A Pictoral Record ... p. 180). 
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viouss life, they have found each other  again in this life. At the tam-
nak,nak, the king had personally approved their  relationship in the 
knowledgee that David, as an old confidant, wil l take good care of 
hiss daughter. 

Exceptt  for  the wreath presented by Wilai and David, none of 
thee Chulalongkorn memorial wreaths at the tamnak of Mae Wan 
carriedd symbols indicating a specific linkage of the presenters with 
thee king, or  their  identity. All wreaths displayed a portrai t of the 
kingg with flower decorations. Withi n this fashion the design of the 
wreathh of Wilai and David was exceptional because in all its plain-
nesss it expressed their  link with the king 'for  those who know.' First 
off  all this wreath was bigger  and more elaborate than the other 
wreaths.. It was shaped in the form of a heart, heavily lined with 
beautiful,, freshly-opened pink roses. The shape refers, of course, to 
thee particular  relations and emotions involved (father  - daughter; 
father-in-laww - son-in-law; employer  - close advisor). The portrai t 
onn the wreath, a photograph which is generally believed to depict 
Kin gg Chulalongkorn as a young boy with Somdet To (see figure 
22),, breathes a general atmosphere of confidence, intimacy and mu-
tuall  respect.42 Wilai may have selected this particular  photograph 
forr  the wreath because this atmosphere indirectly reflects her  posi-
tionn as a daughter  once more. 

Ass we saw, the ceremony at the tamnak follows the patterns 
off  the ceremonies organised at the centres of administration. 'Rep-
resentatives''  of the government, the educational system, and busi-
ness,, as well as individuals and groups who feel to do so, join the 
ceremonyy to pay respect to the king. The celebration illustrates how 
thee dynamic nature of Thai popular  religiosity even is able to adopt 
aa secular  state ceremony, and allows the modern state to enter  its 
domain.. This fits the process, as described by Tanabe, in which a 
spirit-mediumm '(...) appropriates power  by identifying herself with 
orr  more precisely, copying or  imitating, the external other  (...).' 
(1996:13).. However, Mae Wan's appropriation of the wanpiya ma-
haratharat ceremony stretches beyond the usual spirit-mediums' identifi -
cationn with male, powerful mythical figures or  national heroes, like 
Kingg Chulalongkorn. The power  imitated in this ceremony is actu-

Thee photograph is printed in Twentieth Century Impressions of Siam (1994 
[1908])) with the caption: Buddhist Priest and Disciple. It probably always has 
beenn a popular picture. At that time it was also reproduced as a postcard. 
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allyy the state itself. The fact that in the ceremony Mae Wan is pre-
sentt 'in person' and, unlike most of the time, is not possessed is 
significantt in this respect. When understanding spirit mediumship 
ass the appropriation of power by mimesis, imitating the state by or-
ganisingg a state ritual no longer requires imitating any particular 
person. . 

Analysingg this ceremony, the efforts of Mae Wan to organ-
isee Chulalongkorn Day as an integrated whole of Buddhist, state, 
andd popular rituals partly can be understood from Tanabe's socio-
logicall  perspective of appropriation of power. Such an event en-
hancess the status of everybody involved in the organisation, in 
particularr that of the medium. At the same time, however, the or-
ganiserss and participants together create a meaningful event in 
whichh knowledge is reproduced and circulated, helping people to 
establishh a certain degree of coherence in daily life through collec-
tivee religious experience. Apart from this element of knowledge we 
alsoo should acknowledge the importance of the sensorial richness of 
thee event: the aesthetic arrangement of the ceremonies equally con-
tributess to the experience of the celebrations as a meaningful whole. 

II  wil l return to interpreting the ceremonial abundance of 
popularr Chulalongkorn Day celebrations later, after having de-
scribedd the celebrations at Wat Doi Chang. In the next section I wil l 
continuee my description of the activities at the tamnak, focussing on 
Kingg Chulalongkorn spirit possession sessions. King Chulalongkorn 
spiritt possession sessions were organised with regular intervals, 
usuallyy once every two weeks. The sessions largely followed an es-
tablishedd pattern. On Chulalongkorn Day, after the wreath laying 
ceremonyy had ended, the celebrations continued as a regular spirit 
mediumm session. The session on Chulalongkorn Day differed in one 
singlee aspect only from the usual sessions: before the king's spirit 
left,, the possessed medium posed for a photo session with the audi-
encee outside the tamnak, in front of the king's statue and the 
wreathss presented in his honour. 

TheThe appearance of King Chulalongkorn's spirit 

Usually,, King Chulalongkorn's spirit came every two weeks on a 
Sunday,, unless that happened to be a Buddhist Sunday (wan phrd) 
orr a festival. In such a case the session was held on a Saturday or 
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delayedd for one week. The king himself co-ordinated the day and 
timee of the next session with the audience himself, using a calendar. 
Byy organising the sessions preferably on Sundays or alternatively 
Saturdays,, the events were adapted to the urban life calendar, which 
leavess littl e time on weekdays.43 The same can be said about the 
spiritt of Chao La, who always possessed the medium at least at 
noon:: lunch hour. Many regular visitors who work not too far from 
thee tamnak used their lunch break to consult Chao La. 

Whilee receiving King Chulalongkorn's spirit, the medium is 
helpedd by an assistant {tang khaw) to get dressed in a white, rather 
official,, jacket, wide blue trousers, white stockings and a brown, 
Westernn style men's hat.44 During the Thai New Year (songkrari) 
seasonn (in April) the king dresses in Northern Thai (Lan No) style, 
thatt is, in mo horn, the indigo blue farmer's shirt and trousers with 
phapha khao ma (a checkered loin-cloth). 

Alll  sessions started with the handing out of auspicious ob-
jects,, such as jasmine garlands and coins. Usually, as soon as the 
mediumm is fully possessed by the king's spirit, at least one of the 
wealthierr female visitors will first present twenty or thirty garlands. 
Subsequently,, the king consecrates the garlands to distribute them 
inn his turn among the audience. The coins 'came with the king' in 
hiss sacred bowl. The custom required that one paid a donation when 
receivingg a coin. Until 1997 the pricee was ninety-nine baht, but, as a 
resultt of the economic crisis the fee had dropped to twenty baht in 
1998.. For the occasion of Chulalongkorn Day 1998 the king had 
broughtt lukprakham, rosaries with one-hundred-eight (an auspi-
ciouss number) wooden beads, for free. As soon as the king had 
startedd to hand out the gifts, the audience eagerly gathered as close 
ass possible around him (generally there were not enough gifts to 
suitt everybody). Everybody would also receive a royal mark - as if 
itt were an anointment - on the forehead. While doing so, the king 
wouldd ask newcomers where they came from, how they made their 
living,, whether they were married and had children etc. Those peo-
plee the king had met in earlier sessions were asked how they were 
doing,, whether things were improving etc. When everybody had 
receivedd the royal mark, the king would address the audience more 

433 A similar observation has been made by Apinya (1993) for the Thammakai, 
onee of Thailand's larger modern reform movements. At the Thammakai temple 
wanwan phra always falls on a Sunday. 
444 The hat refers to the popular potrait depicted in the figures 8 and 14. 
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generally.. In contrast to Mae Wan or Chao La, who both spoke 
Northernn Thai (kham muang), King Chulalongkorn used Standard 
(Central)) Thai (phasa khlang). But sometimes the king deliberately 
usedd kham muang expressions, which were always received with 
greatt appreciation. 

Whatt were the most important elements of King Chulalong-
korn'ss image in these spirit medium sessions? First of all, the king's 
imagee was fatherly. His speech and behaviour evoked the image of 
thee wise and compassionate ruler, caring for each of his subjects. 
Thee king consistently referred to himself in terms of (grand)father 
(pu(pu or phó), who is speaking to his (grand)children (luk-lan). The 
childrenn were to behave as good people and to support each other, 
andd not to steal, nor envy each other. They should work hard and 
spendd their money wisely. He gave advises as: 'if you have twenty 
baht,, only use five baht for food and keep the rest. Then you always 
havee something when need comes.' A word very frequently used by 
thee king in his monologues was endurance (ptthori). 'The children' 
shouldd have patience and endurance (luk tong mi otthori). Especially 
whenn in the course of 1997 it became clear that the economic crisis 
wouldd continue to make life hard for many, otthon became the 
king'ss central statement. 

Thee second feature of the king's image in sessions was the 
recounting,, or actually the enactment, of a combination of the nar-
ratedd portrait 'King Chulalongkorn modernised Thai society' with 
'Kingg Chulalongkorn used to visit the countryside.' In every session 
thee king spoke about the progress (khwam charoen) he had brought 
too the country in the past, with a few examples as an illustration, 
suchh as the introduction of electricity, railways and roads. Some-
timess also air-conditioning was added to the list. But subsequently 
thee subject changed to the positive influence of his spiritual pres-
encee in the present time on the direct environment of the tamnak. 
Thee following quotation illustrates the fusion of both narratives: 
'sincee pu [grandfather] sadetphrapat ton [made a royal excursion] 
too the tamnak of Mae Wan, there has been khwam charoen [pro-
gress]'' Examples of this recent progress were the asphalting of 
roadss in the entire neighbourhood, the connection of the area to the 
waterworks,, and the presence of telephone in the tamnak. Being a 
spiritt strongly associated with modernity and accessibility, it was no 
problemm to phone the king. During the King Chulalongkorn spirit 
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possessionn sessions, he received phone calls from time to time (see 
figuree 23).45 

Finally,, one more dimension of the king's image needs to be 
mentioned::  the king as an auspicious power, which power  works 
almostt  independently from his personal qualities. During the ses-
sionss the king's spirit continuously made lottery predictions by 
'hiding ''  numbers in his monologues. To give some examples: the 
kingg may begin the session with telling the audience that today 
(sometimess mentioning the date, a number) King Rama the Fifth (ro 
haha = 5) has come (khi ma) with King Rama the Sixth (ro hok = 6) to 
eatt  four  (4) duck (pet = paet = 8) eggs (round shape = 0). Or  some-
timess he suddenly changed subject by asking the audience how 
manyy people have come today and/or  how many women. Of course, 
everybodyy then started counting. The king might occasionally re-
peatt  the outcome of these countings - sometimes in reverse order  -
andd then resumed talking about the original subject. Similarly , he 
sometimess asked someone among the audience about his or  her  age. 
Thee audience eagerly followed these lottery predictions (taking 
notes),, apparently without paying much attention to the recounting 
off  the (already very well-known) narrated portraits.46 

DeterminingDetermining distinction 

Wee now have come to the question what values and meanings or, in 
Lambek'ss terms, what knowledge the King Chulalongkorn sessions 
carryy for  the people attending the spirit medium sessions. The an-
swerr  to this question of course very much depends on the person 
concerned.. The audience's background was not homogeneous and 
people'ss motivation for  attending the sessions varied. To indicate 

455 Only once I saw the king making a phone call himself (though one of the fol-
lowerss dialled the number). He made this call in order to persuade one of his 
wealthierr clients to donate 10.000 baht for kathin ceremony, organised after the 
Chulalongkornn Day celebrations in the afternoon of the 23 . 
466 The absence of the narrated portraits 'King Chulalongkorn saved Thailand 
fromm becoming a colony' and 'King Chulalongkorn abolished slavery' is note-
worthy.. Possibly, this part of the king's image was less meaningful for the me-
dium,, or for the more involved part of the audience, because of the predominant 
interestt in immediate prosperity. The latter is well expressed in the image of 
'causee oikhwam charoen.' 
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thiss variety I wil l highlight the background and role of some of the 
individualss present. 

Forr one category of people it seemed to hardly matter 
whetherr the spirit medium was possessed by the spirit of King Chu-
lalongkornn or by any other spirit. These people did not, or hardly, 
realisee who King Chulalongkorn actually was. This situation was 
clearlyy demonstrated, time and again, by the king himself. In most 
off  the sessions the king would, at a certain moment, select an old 
womann from the audience to question her on her knowledge about 
Kingg Chulalongkorn. I wil l cite here one such situation: 

King:: 'Old lady (phu taw) how old are you?' 
Woman:: 'Seventy-eight' 
King:: 'Do you know who I am?' 
Woman:: [shakes her head to show that she does not know] 
King::  'Phra phuttha chao luang.47 Do you know what phra 
phutthaphuttha chao luang means (khue arai)V 
Woman:: [remains silent] 
King:: 'That means (khue wa) phra piya maharat (the Great 
Belovedd King). Phra phuttha chao luang khue (means) ro 
haha (Rama V) khue (what means) phra piya maharat. Do you 
knoww which day is wan piya maharat?' 
Woman:: [shakes her head again] 
Audience:: [mumbling] 'October the 23r .' 
King:: 'That is wan piya maharat. Did luk Ian never tell you? 
Doo you have a portrait of me?' 
Woman:: [in the meantime becoming quite embarrassed] 
'No,, I don't have one.' 

Thee king then asked somebody to bring him two of the King Chu-
lalongkornn photographs from the altar tables. The first photograph 
showss a visit of the king to Mount Suthep (Doi Suthep). The king 
speakss highly about Khru Ba Sri Wichai, 8 as thanks to the efforts 
off  this monk the road leading to the Doi Suthep temple (which is 

'Royall  Buddha', see Chapter II , note 6. 
488 At the time, however, Khru Ba (venerated teacher) Sri Wichai was the major 
symboll  of Northern religious resistance against the domination of the Bangkok-
basedd Siamese Sangha and thus was not appreciated by the central authorities at 
alll  (cf. Keyes 1982:157). Already during his lif e he was Northern Thailand's most 
veneratedd monk. 
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locatedd on the mountain's top) was constructed. Subsequently he 
askss the woman to identify him on the photo: 

Woman::  [hesitates and then points to the wrong person.] 
King::  'That is wrong. I am the person at the left, wearing the 
topp hat.' 

Thenn the next photograph is shown to the audience, the picture of 
'thee king cooking a meal.' 

King::  'I  like cooking and I like [to be dressed and behave] 
ordinaril yy (chop thammada)/ 

Inn this setting the spirit medium used 'the king cooking a meal'  por-
trai tt  to symbolise the king's togetherness with common Thai peo-
ple.499 The king's appearance on the picture - in sarong and stripped 
too the waist, presently not a proper  way of dressing in public any 
moree - is very different from his appearance on the other  picture 
shown,, where King Chulalongkorn is dressed fashionable 'wit h top 
hat.''  It remains of course a guess whether  this really was an attempt 
off  the spirit medium to evoke feelings of communality, as to coun-
terbalancee the questioning the old woman. 

Forr  these old women the questioning was not a reason to 
stayy away from the possession sessions with the spirit of King Chu-
lalongkorn.. They kept attending the sessions because for  one part 
theyy always hoped to hear  - and feared to miss - the winning lottery 
number.. For  another  part, these women belonged to the group of 
regularr  visitors of Chao La. They just stayed while Mae Wan was 
possessedd by the spirit of King Chulalongkorn. 

Forr  the medium, on the other  hand, the presence of these el-
derr  'village' women helped her  in moulding her  relation with the 
middlee class people among the audience. No greater  contrast could 
bee imagined between these elderly women and, for  instance, the 
fivee middle-class ladies already mentioned. Such ladies know about 

499 This association with the portrait is actually part of the general sadet praphat 
tonton image of King Chulalongkorn. Mr. Tom, for example (the former Jazz musi-
ciann now selling cookies and sweets earlier quoted in Chapter I) did not refer in 
particularr to this portrait when he explained to me why the king would always 
supportt the Thai people: 'King Chulalongkorn was like somebody of the people. 
Hee used to cook himself, wore simple clothes, just like any ordinary Thai.' 
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Kingg Chulalongkora. Their detailed knowledge on the king, espe-
ciallyy on his preferences, was clearly demonstrated by the offerings 
theyy bring: pink or red roses, bottles of cognac or whisky of the cor-
rectt brands, cigars, and the right kinds of fruits and Thai sweets. It 
wass always one or several of these ladies who made the prepara-
tionss necessary for the sessions: the appropriate clothes, the roses, 
thee food, the drinks, everything had to be arranged properly. It was 
alsoo usually one of these women who assisted the medium in get-
tingg dressed. The huge King Chulalongkora lokhet (medallions) on 
theirr necklaces distinguished them, the insiders, from those 'who do 
nott know.' These women were never selected by the king for an 
'examinationn on knowledge on the king.' Furthermore, to the pub-
lic,, the embarrassing questioning of elderly women indirectly re-
confirmedd the middle class women's status of insiders, while 
servingg as proof that the possessing spirit really is the spirit of King 
Chulalongkoraa at the same time. No other spirit would be able to 
displayy so much detailed knowledge on King Chulalongkora. 

Importantt for the argument here is the mere fact that these 
fivefive middle-class women, as well as some other middle class peo-
ple,, had come to the medium out of an ostensive interest in the king, 
ass demonstrated by their medallions, offerings and involvement in 
thee organisation of the session. In contrast with other people in the 
audiencee - whose interest in King Chulalongkora was largely lim-
itedd to his appearance in the medium sessions - such women carried 
thee king always with them. They, and the world they represented, 
shapedd the form and contents of the King Chulalongkorn sessions at 
leastt as much as the medium itself. Without such a middle-class au-
dience,, King Chulalongkorn's spirit would probably never have ap-
pearedd at the tamnak of Mae Wan at all. I wil l underpin this last 
argumentt with a short digression on the different involvement of 
middlee class men and middle class women with the medium. This 
sectionn wil l serve as an introduction for my argument on the impor-
tancee of gender in the King Chulalongkorn cult as well. 

TheThe disappearance of the spirit ofSomdet To 

Thee year 1992 was a turning point in Mae Wan's career as a spirit 
medium.. That year she became the medium for the spirit of King 
Chulalongkoraa and for the spirits of the holy monks Luang Pu 
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Thuat,, Somdet To, and Khru Ba Sri Wichai. At the time, Mae Wan 
stilll  lived somewhere else, although already in the same neighbour-
hood.. As told to me by Somrot, a follower of Mae Wan since 1992, 
thee tamnak was built because it would be an appropriate space to 
receivee the spirit of King Chulalongkorn. Somrot: 

Wee selected a place for the tamnak [its present spot] and 
thenn first had to ask Somdet To, Luang Pu Thuat and Khru 
Baa Sri Wichai to give their approval for our choice. They 
didd and Mae Wan moved to the house where she lives now. 
Theree was, however, no money to build a tamnak. Neverthe-
lesss the tamnak was built within two months, because two-
too three hundred people were willin g to donate money. The 
constructionn costs were approximately 1.000.000 baht. King 
Chulalongkornn {somdet phra phuttha chao luang) inaugu-
ratedd the tamnak in June 1993. 

Apparently,, at the time, Mae Wan was able to attract a rather large 
andd steady group of followers, able to donate the money needed. 
Fromm these people Somrot and the earlier mentioned General Bun-
sakk wil l always be remembered. Their names are inscribed in 
goldenn letters on the base of the statues they donated. General Bun-
sakk donated the statues of Khru Ba Sri Wichai and Luang Pho 
Thuat.. He also donated most of the money needed to buy the marble 
Kingg Chulalongkorn statue. According to Somrot, the accumulated 
meritt and the spiritual support of King Chulalongkorn helped Bun-
sakk to become General. Somrot donated the King Chulalongkorn 
statuee in front of the building and the Somdet To statue. Somrot: 

Thee Somdet To statue is huge. It did not fit  in my car and it 
hadd to be transported by train from Bangkok to Saraphi. The 
Kingg Chulalongkorn statue also comes from Bangkok and I 
broughtt it personally. I took it with me in the plane. The 
strangee thing was that I was able to carry the statue on my 
own.. Once I reached the tamnak there were five people 
waitingg to help me to put it in its place. The five of them 
weree not strong enough to manage, but I could do it on my 
own.. This is because I pray (suat mori). 
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Somrot'ss background is different from most peoples' at the tamnak. 
Thatt is also how he perceives it himself: 

Mostt people here are villagers (chao ban). These people do 
nott know how to speak about King Chulalongkorn, so they 
say:: somdetpho ro ha [venerated father R5], instead oiphra 
phutthaphuttha chao luang [Royal Buddha]. Not me, I am a civil 
servantt (kharatchakan), I know how to use royal language 
(ratchasap).(ratchasap). Also because, long ago, somebody has taught 
mee how to use it. I have always worked for the government, 
ass a mining official, but I am not an engineer (...). When I 
camee here for the first time I actually did not believe in this 
kindd of spirituality (winyan). A friend had told me about it, 
butt I first wanted to see it with my own eyes. When I ar-
rived,, I met Chao La. Chao La knew everything. For in-
stancee that I had asked three people how to get there. 

Somrott was lucky to arrive that day. He not only met Chao La, but 
alsoo King Chulalongkorn and Somdet To. In Somrot's opinion 
Somdett To is higher then King Chulalongkorn, because Somdet To 
wass King Chulalongkorn's teacher.50 He therefore strongly believes 
inn the power of the amulets of this monk (phra somdet amulets) and 
inn the power which is evoked through praying the phra khatha 
chinnapanchon,chinnapanchon, a khatha strongly associated with Somdet To (see 
furtherr Chapter IV for more on this khatha). With regard to the 
powerr of the phra somdet amulets he told me the following story: 

Whenn King Chulalongkorn went to Europe, he took with 
himm a phra somdet amulet once given to the king by Somdet 
Too himself. In Russia, the Tsar asked the king about the 
lightt that seemed to shine through the king's clothes on his 
chest:: it was the amulet. The strong power of the amulet 
greatlyy impressed everybody who saw it or heard of it. 
Clearly,, nobody in Europe would dare to do any wrong to 
thee king. 

50 0 Accordingg to Tambiah, Somdet To was '[historically, perhaps the most fa-
mouss amulet maker and sacralizer, as judged by present-day Thai assertions and 
beliefs.. (...) King Chula in particular is said to have had much belief in his sanc-
tityy and to have patronized him' (1988:219). 
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Somrott  learned about the phra khatha chinnapanchon (hereafter 
PKC)) from a monk more then twenty years ago, when he still lived 
inn Bangkok. It is a very long prayer, thus very difficul t to recite by 
heart,, something that might take months to learn. It took Somrot, 
however,, only seven days because he had asked Somdet To to help 
him. . 

II  met Somrot only three times. As he told me, until recently 
hee had lived not too far  from the tamnak, but last year  he had 
movedd to Lampang, which city lies at too large a distance to con-
tinuee coming regularly. This was a real set-back for  the medium. 
Unti ll  somewhere in 1996 the spirit of Somdet To used to come 
everyy Thursday evening as the PKC should be recited on Thurs-
days.. The sessions started at 8 PM, a time scheme comparable to 
Chaoo La's preference for  noon, and King Chulalongkorn's prefer-
encee for  weekends: not during office hours. Under  the guidance of 
thee monk's spirit the audience would practice meditation and recite 
thee PKC. During my research I was occasionally told that I (again) 
hadd missed a session with the spirit of Khru Ba Sri Wichai, but I 
neverr  heard about any recent possession session with the spirits of 
Somdett  To or  Luang Pu Thuat. Chao La told me, upon asking, that 
thee Thursday sessions presently [that was in Junel997] could not 
continuee anymore, because there were no 'men with knowledge' 
whoo could help with the sessions. In contrast with the King Chu-
lalongkornn sessions where women [with knowledge] could provide 
alll  the assistance required, Somdet To was a monk, and monks can-
nott  be touched by women.51 

Apparently,, the Thursday sessions had greatly depended 
uponn Somrot's initiativ e and participation. His departure - which 
coincidedd with the death of another  man actively involved in these 
sessionss - de facto lead to the disappearance of Somdet To's spirit 
fromfrom  the tamnak of Mae Wan. In my view, the disappearance of 
Luangg Pu Thuat's had a similar  cause. As General Bunsak had do-
natedd the statue of Luang Pu Thuat, he probably was a dedicated 
worshipperr  of this monk. By becoming General Bunsak, Lt. Gen-
eraleral Bunsak had achieved one of his greatest ambitions, and subse-

511 Women are considered to contain a polluting power, corrupting the sacred 
powerr of monks and certain places. Therefore women should not touch monks or 
theirr robes, neither are they allowed to touch the most sacred Buddha-statues or, 
ass is the case in the north of Thailand, to enter the places of the temple which are 
consideredd most sacred, for instance the precincts of the pagoda. 
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quentlyy lost his interest in the spirit medium. His disappearance 
fromm the medium's clientele de facto implied the disappearance of 
thee spirit of Luang Pu Thuat. 

Twoo major conclusions can be drawn from this material. 
Firstly,, the appearance of the spirits of these monks, both nation-
widee venerated saints (arahan), at the tamnak had specifically ca-
teredd to the interest of urban middle class men. The local involve-
mentt with these monks differs greatly from that with Khru Ba Sri 
Wichai,, who is Northern Thailand's most venerated saint (see 
Keyess 1982:149-180). Hence, the spirit of this monk continued to 
possess the medium, something that happens particularly during 
thunderstorms.. The spirit is connected with thunderstorms because 
Khruu Ba Sri Wichai is said to have been born during a thunder-
storm.52 2 

Secondly,, the explanation given by Chao La points to a 
strongg gender division in the involvement of middle class people at 
thee tamnak. Following tradition, men largely involve themselves 
withh the spirits of holy monks. Without any underlying tradition, 
womenn seem to involve and engage with the spirit of King Chu-
lalongkorn.. This leads me to the following argument: participation 
inn the King Chulalongkorn cult gives women certain societal oppor-
tunities,, which otherwise remain limited. Namely, to build networks 
involvedd in organizing religious activities next to the existing male 
dominatedd institutions in these fields. This recent development 
shouldd for one part be understood as a response to changing gender 
relationss in Thai society. I will further elaborate on this argument 
below,, using the material of Chulalongkorn Day at Wat Doi Chang 
ass a basis. 

ChulalongkornChulalongkorn Day at Wat Doi Chang 

Att Wat Doi Chang, unlike at other Buddhist temples, the peak day 
off  the year is Chulalongkorn Day. The Chulalongkorn Day celebra-
tionss at the temple have nothing in common with the official state 
ceremony:: it is mainly a religious festival. Chulalongkorn Day, as 
manyy other days associated with kingship, is an auspicious day. For 

Thee coincidence of the birth of a boy with a violent natural phenomenon is be-
lievedd to indicate that a great man is born. 
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thiss reason more temples plan a ceremony on this day, and invite 
thee laity to come to the temple to make merit (tamburi). The festivi-
tiess organised at Wat Doi Chang, however, go much further  than 
takingg opportunity of the day's auspiciousness. At Wat Doi Chang, 
Chulalongkornn Day is incorporated in the calendar  of annual Bud-
dhistt  festivals. During the festival the worshipping of King Chu-
lalongkornn is combined with a variety of other  auspicious 
ceremoniess all contributin g to each others' prestige and sacredness 
andd to that of the day in general. In addition, Wat Doi Chang cele-
bratess thot kathin — the Buddhist ceremony marking the end of the 
Buddhistt  Lent — on the 24th of October, like the spirit medium Mae 
Wann connecting this Buddhist ceremony with Chulalongkorn Day. 
ThotThot kathin has to be celebrated somewhere between late September 
andd early November, but certainly not specifically on October  24. 
Attachingg the thot kathin ceremony to Chulalongkorn Day pulls the 
latterr  even more into the religious sphere. The interpretation of 
Chulalongkornn Day as a religious event is reinforced even the 
strongerr  because of the focus of the orphan centre - an initiativ e 
stronglyy related with King Chulalongkorn, see Chapter  II  - in the 
kathinkathin ceremony. For  many people who make donations to the tem-
plee during these two days, but in particular  during thot kathin when 
thee largest donations are made, the idea that they also contribute to 
thee maintenance of this charity project is important, because such 
makess the donation extra meritorious. 

Thee early morning of October  23, 1997, the narrow lane 
leadingg to Wat Doi Chang was full with parked cars and vendors of 
food,, toys, ice-cream, and drinks: the common scene of any temple 
fair .. A busy day was ahead, the celebration of Chulalongkorn Day 
comprisedd an impressive religious program, and already many peo-
plee had come. The temple area was lavishly embellished with large 
bouquetss of roses everywhere. Some two-and-a-half meters above 
groundd level a huge * cobweb' of white cotton thread covered the 
entiree temple area, beautifully shimmering in the early morning 
sunlight.. Around 7 AM the monks started chanting, marking the be-
ginningg of the celebrations. As there were far  too many people to fit 
inn the temple's largest building (the said) where the monks con-
ductedd their  chanting, most people had found themselves a place 
outside.. In the middle of the temple area long tables were arranged 
inn a wide square. An enormous quantity of baskets of food, drinks, 
andd snacks brought by the laity was waiting there to be offered to 
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thee monks later that morning. While more and more people entered 
thee temple area the monks continued chanting, their voices loudly 
amplifiedd by powerful sound equipment. 

Onn the occasion of Chulalongkorn Day 1997 the temple had 
organisedd four ceremonies in addition to the traditional almsgiving 
ritual,ritual, which is part of any temple festival. The first ceremony was 
thee mounting of top ornaments (the chat and the cho-fa) on the tem-
ple'ss pagoda (chedi), starting at 7:59 AM exactly.53 For this occa-
sionn the pagoda had been entirely put in scaffolding. Tied to a long 
ropee the ornaments one after another were hoisted to the top, where 
threee men were waiting to place the ornaments on the pagoda. Apart 
fromm the rope, the ornaments were also tied to a sai sin, the white 
cottonn thread also used in phutthaphisek ceremonies. During the 
hoistingg as many people as possible tried to be in touch with either 
thee rope or the thread. Obviously, this was an auspicious moment. 
Thee abbot had invited the abbots of two other temples to lead the 
ceremony.. During the hoisting the three abbots held the thread and 
rope,, and chanted a prayer. The beneficial power generated by the 
prayerr is transferred through the rope and thread to all sacred ob-
jectss and people 'in touch.' 

Thee ceremony was immediately followed by the official 
openingg of the new building housing the school and orphanage. 
Thiss ceremony was chaired by a woman, the chairwoman of the 
'housewivess group of the Kawila Army Barracks' in Chiang Mai 
(klum(klum mae ban thahan bok), certainly not an ordinary housewife. 
Shee had a title (khunying, Lady), and as I was told, her husband was 
aa high army officer. The woman, Khunying Aphinya, lighted a can-
dle,, and a chapter of monks conducted a short chanting. 

Thee third ceremony took place at the wihan with the King 
Chulalongkornn statue, named Wihan Luang Chao Fa Chulalong-
kornkorn or Prince Chulalongkorn Wihan.54 Also on the wihan a cho-fa 
wass to be installed. Since the Prince Chulalongkorn Wihan was 
onlyy some four meters high, this ornament mounting ceremony was 

Thee mounting of these ornaments indicates the completion of monastic build-
ingss (cf. Wijeyewardene 1986:96). 
544 The wihan received this name during the Chulalongkorn Day celebrations of 
1998.. The name (Prince Chulalongkorn Wihan) was chosen because the gilded 
statuee depicts the king/prince during the coronation ceremony. Wihan Luang 
ChaoChao Fa Chulalongkorn is also analogous to the name of the temple's stupa 
(chedi(chedi chao fa). 
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lesss spectacular  then the pagoda ceremony. Again Khunying 
Aphinyaa led the ceremony. She hoisted the cho-fa, together  with 
twoo bouquets of roses, to the roof of the wihan. Indicative for  the 
differentt  nature of the two hoisting ceremonies was that this time no 
saisai sin was connected with the ornament and that no people were 
touchingg the rope during hoisting. The atmosphere was also less 
sacrall  and more festive, the latter  enhanced by the Kawila Army 
Barrackss music band, which had been especially invited to add lus-
tree to this part of the program. After  the cho-fa had reached the 
rooftop,, Khunying Aphinya and the other  members of the house-
wivess group conducted a brief ritual  to mark the official opening of 
thee wihan to the public. This ritual  consisted of the lighting of the 
candless in the wihan and paying respect to the three royal statues in 
thee wihan. 

Aroundd 9 AM all special morning ceremonies had been 
completedd and the program continued with the usual alms round of 
monkss in the temple precincts. The most respected monk was one of 
thee abbots invited for  the first  hoisting ceremony. Al l people made 
suree to put their  first  offerings in his alms bowl. The abbot of Wat 
Doii  Chang himself was not among the monks making their  alms-
round.. For  the rest of the morning he was staying in the sola to re-
ceivee the large numbers of people, of which many especially had 
comee from Bangkok to consult him and to make donations to the 
temple. . 

Thee fourth and final ceremony of the day was a sacralisation 
ceremonyy (phitthi phutthaphisek), which took place in the evening. 
Inn the two days ahead of Chulalongkorn Day many people had 
broughtt  amulets, portraits, and images of holy monks and of King 
Chulalongkornn to the temple to have them sacralised. This cere-
monyy lasted from 7:50 PM to 1 AM the next morning. The event 
wass attended by several hundreds of people.55 

Thee ethnographic setting of the Wat Doi Chang celebrations 
demonstratess how the participation of women in the King Chu-
lalongkornn cult contests traditionall y male religious power.The 
ceremoniess belonging to the traditional Theravada Buddhist reper-
toire,, the temple ceremonies so to say, continue to be the domain of 
men.. The ceremonies related to the King Chulalongkorn cult, as 
suchh a recent phenomenon, seem to a large extent to be a women's 

Inn 1998 there were at least as many people, but the ceremony was shorter. 
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monopoly.. Here it can be observed how the King Chulalongkorn 
cultt offers women an opportunity to obtain influence and to express 
statuss by fulfillin g leading functions in temple activities, a field 
hithertoo largely restricted to men. A closer look at the preparations 
neededd for the ceremony at the Prince Chulalongkorn Wihan wil l 
givee a more sophisticated picture of the division of tasks within this 
generall  category of 'women,' showing how the participation of 
womenn in female, religious networks is a middle class phenomenon, 
expressingg and enhancing such women's status vis-a-vis other 
women. . 

AA myriad of roses 

Mostt eye-catching at the temple were the really abundant decora-
tionss of the Prince Chulalongkorn Wihan. A fan-shaped red-carpet 
off  thousands of red roses covered the left side of the marble stair-
wayy leading to the entrance. The interior decorations were even 
moree impressive: roses were literally everywhere. A three-layered 
elevationn along the skirting-board of the walls was adorned with 
threee broad bands of red, white and pink roses. The base of the King 
Taksinn statue was decorated with bouquets of red and white roses, 
thee King Naresuan statue with pink and white roses, and the gilded 
Kingg Chulalongkorn statue with red, pink and white roses. Smaller 
bouquetss were hanging in festoons along the ceiling and attached to 
thee ledge. In 1998 - that year the decoration was exclusively made 
off  bunches of pink roses - the wihan was as impressive as in 1997 
(seee figure 13). 

Thee decoration of the wihan for Chulalongkorn Day turned 
outt to be a yearly attraction for the visitors of the temple. In order to 
gatherr enough roses, the laity is requested to donate white, red or 
pinkk roses ('the king's favourite colours') on the 21st and 22nd of 
October.. Every year an innumerable amount of roses is donated in-
deed.566 The responsibility for the arrangement of the flower decora-
tionss lies with a wealthy female flower trader from a flower market 
inn Chiang Mai. I saw her on 'Chulalongkorn Day's Eve' 1998, 
whenn she rushed in, accompanied by two male assistants ready to 
executee all her orders immediately. She was a tall and robust 

Att least 10.000 roses by my estimate. 
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womann in her mid thirties, an authoritarian personality. Dressed in 
blackk trousers with a long, dress-like shirt of vivid red silk printed 
withh black camels and with long black hair she was in every aspect 
-- physically and mentally - the opposite of the humble, modestly-
dressedd local women awaiting her instructions for arranging the 
flowers.. With her Chinese appearance it was almost as if the Chi-
nesee goddess Kuan Im (chao mae kuan im) had descended from 
heavenn to take care of the wihan decorations in person. The woman 
wass wearing eight golden bracelets - of which seven were identical 
-- on her left arm, a golden watch on the right, large shining ear-
rings,rings, and, last but not least, an extravagant King Chulalongkorn 
lokhet,lokhet, ten centimetres in diameter at least and in a heavy golden 
setting,, attached to an equally heavy golden chain. 

Earlierr that afternoon a similar woman, though much older, 
hadd come to see the abbot. This woman was - according to one of 
thee fifteen family members who had come with her the whole way 
fromfrom Bangkok - an important and longstanding benefactress of the 
temple.. The woman, Mae Yai as she was called (meaning as much 
ass 'Big Mother'), was in her sixties, and had the same authoritarian 
attitudee as the flower trader. With her hair dyed pitch-black, her 
longg white dress covered with a bright-coloured red, gold and green 
silkk coat she was an equally noticeable figure. Like the flower trader 
shee was of Chinese descent, covered with jewellery, and wearing an 
extremelyy huge golden King Chulalongkorn lokhet on a long golden 
chain.. This woman's attitude towards the abbot was remarkably dif-
ferentt from what might be expected. Notably, there was no trace of 
submissionn in her behaviour. While the abbot addressed her family, 
shee even took the liberty to have a closer look at the amulets in the 
abbot'ss bowls and some of his other attributes. Usually women take 
utmostt care not to touch anything belonging to the abbot or any 
monk.. The abbot clearly considered her of so much importance that 
shee could supersede the limitations usually set to women in institu-
tionall  religious settings. Mae Yai and her family disappeared as 
quicklyy as they had come. They did not participate in the ceremo-
niess of the next day. Nor did the flower trader. After giving her in-
structionss she went back home. The local women of the housewives 
group,, on the other hand, had to work through the whole night to 
finishfinish the decorations in time. As they told me, only very early in 
thee morning the flower trader had shortly returned to see whether 
everythingg had been executed in accordance with her instructions. 
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KinglyKingly charms 

Thee ethnographic material from both Wat Doi Chang and the tam-
naknak of Mae Wan shows that it is middle class women who are tak-
ingg a leading role in the activities connected with the King 
Chulalongkomm cult. In this final section I want to elaborate on one 
particularr expression of the differentiation of these women from the 
other:: their King Chulalongkom medallions (lokhet). To my inter-
pretation,, the King Chulalongkom lokhet served as the material 
manifestationn and reconfirmation of the status of such active 
womenn in the networks they were part of. 

AA King Chulalongkom lokhet is a necklace with a pendant 
bearingg the image of King Chulalongkom. Depending on the finan-
ciall  situation of the owner, the chain may be made of (heavy) silver 
orr gold. The image itself may be placed in a silver or golden setting, 
surroundedd by precious stones. However, cheap, mass-produced, 
Kingg Chulalongkom lockets are for sale everywhere and are afford-
ablee for everybody. The difference in materiality between lokhet not 
onlyy indicates the wealth and status of the owners, but also their dif-
ferentt degrees of involvement in the cult. The elite members of the 
housewivess group at Wat Doi Chang, for instance, such as the Lady 
hoistingg the roof ornament, but also the five ladies active at the 
tamnak,tamnak, all wore clearly visible golden or silver King Chulalong-
komm lokhet, or occasionally, a 'King Chulalongkom brooch.' These 
lokhetlokhet were not readily for sale, but designed and made according to 
thee taste of the owners. Their owners were the women in charge of 
financing,, organising and conducting the King Chulalongkom 
ceremonies.. The lower class women of the temple's housewives 
groupp as well as at the tamnak, on the contrary, did not wear any 
Kingg Chulalongkom lokhet apart from an occasional cheap medal-
lion.. At the tamnak such women had no special tasks in the King 
Chulalongkomm spirit possession sessions. At the temple these 
womenn arranged the flowers. Arranging flowers (normally not 
roses)) for temple ceremonies is one of the usual tasks of local lay 
women.. For these women, the King Chulalongkom ceremonies -
thoughh social and meritorious events - added to the work to be 
done. . 

Clearly,, within the groups of women described, the lokhet 
(orr its absence) and its material qualities were good indicators for 
thee owner's relative wealth and status. But what exactly does a King 
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Chulalongkoraa lokhet add to its owner? To make this clear  I want to 
returnn to my proposition made earlier, namely that the importance 
off  women in the King Chulalongkorn cult should be understood as a 
responsee to changing gender  relations in Thai society. In my view, 
thee lokhet is the female equivalent of the predominantly 'male' 
Buddhistt  amulet. 

Inn his book 'The Buddhist Saints of the Forests and the 
Cultss of Amulets' Tambiah (1988) seeks to explain the increasing 
popularit yy of amulets and amulet collecting among urban Thai men, 
aa phenomenon evolving in the late sixties and early seventies. Tam-
biahh even speaks about a 'cult of amulets' and a 'craze.'  (1988:201, 
228-229),, attributin g this development to the combination of Thai 
societyy becoming increasingly competitive and violent on the one 
hand,, and the mere fact that it is men who daily engage in this com-
petitionn for  power, on the other. According to Tambiah, men are 
increasinglyy in need for  protective and supportive amulets 
(ibid.:228).. But, more then that, as only the wealthy at the top can 
affordd to buy the most powerful amulets, such as the extremely ex-
pensivee hard to find genuine Somdet To amulets (phra somdet), an 
amulett  collection is also a reflection of a man's status within the 
networkss he is part of (Stengs 1998:73). The following case, taken 
fromfrom  Tambiah (whose book is based on research done in 1978-
1979),, illustrates the competitive and public character  of amulet col-
lecting: : 

(...)) the phra somdet amulet of the first batch {run) (...) is 
deemedd to be an envied collector's piece. It is popular 
knowledgee in Bangkok that a big businessman and million -
airee by the name of Pomphan paid 700,000 baht (US$ 
35.000)) for  a single tablet of the first  batch. There are annual 
contestss held in Bangkok for  judging these Buddha-image 
amuletss (...), and Pomphan's piece is the uncontested win-
nerr  in its class. It is rumored that another  millionair e offered 
Pomphann 800,000 baht for  the amulet but was, not unex-
pectedly,, refused (1988:220). 

II  want to add to Tambiah's observation that the desire for  potent 
objectss - at least today - is not restricted to men, but common 
amongg all Thai, regardless rank or  gender. It wil l be hard to find 
somebody,, man or  woman, who does not wear  an amulet or  other 
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potentt object. As has been shown in the previous chapter, King 
Chulalongkornn objects are a fine example of such * other potent ob-
jects.'' To judge from their lokhet, the active middle class women 
describedd above apparently were as much in need for protection, 
goodd fortune, and public distinction as men. However, sharing with 
menn a need for potent objects does not automatically imply a simi-
larr engagement of women - and here I agree with Tambiah - with 
amuletss and amulet collecting. Knowledge about amulets - their 
spirituall  and material qualities, when they were made and by whom 
and,, most importantly, how to distinguish the real thing from the 
fakee - is mainly a male affair (see also Stengs 1998). To cater to the 
enormouss male interest in amulets the market is flooded with doz-
enss of weekly and monthly magazines and every year many books 
aree printed and reprinted, discussing detailed information on certain 
categoriess of amulets and images. In these amulet magazines one 
mightt run into an occasional article on King Chulalongkorn or on 
thee power of King Chulalongkorn objects, but one won't find this 
topicc in connection with women. Women, to a large extent, are ex-
cludedd from such magazines.57 Significantly, the subject 'Women 
andd King Chulalongkorn' has found a niche in feature magazines, 
betweenn charity projects, recipes, fashion, environmental issues, 
holidayy destinations, and other * glossy' subjects. Here one wil l find 
womenn recounting their magical experiences with the spirit of King 
Chulalongkorn,, or depicted with their collection of King Chu-
lalongkornn statues or genuine contemporary King Chulalongkorn 
portraitss (see figure 24). The subject 'Women and King Chulalong-
korn'' is as modern as these magazines and their readers. 

Lett me return to the active middle class women at Wat Doi 
Changg and the tamnak. In my interpretation, a custom-made expen-
sivee King Chulalongkorn lokhet is an opportunity to wear an amulet 
andd a jewel at the same time. As a jewel the lokhet has a 'natural' 
elementt of show and display. It is meant to add to the appearance of 
thee owner. Its material preciousness expresses the owner's affluence 
andd success. But, a King Chulalongkorn lokhet is, as all objects 
bearingg the image of the king, an auspicious object as well. As an 

577 This corresponds of course with the Thai Sangha (the clergy) as a male domain, 
consistingg of abbots and monks, in which women cannot have any official or in-
stitutionall  recognition. In a similar vein, the consecration of objects, the making 
off  amulets and also the potential of becoming a saint is largely restricted to men 
(monks). . 
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auspiciouss object it makes - and shows - that the owner knows her-
selff  to be protected and at the same time explains some of her visi-
blee prosperity. In addition, the auspicious image of the king is far 
moree appropriate for depiction on an object to be worn by women 
thann that of a monk. 

Soo far, the message of the lokhet consists of elements of ur-
banism,, fashion, success and power. When it comes to the need for 
protection,, good fortune and expressing status it can be concluded 
thatt women wear King Chulalongkorn lokhet for similar reasons as 
menn do wear amulets. But there is more to that, and that extra is 
preciselyy what differentiates the lokhet from both amulet and jewel: 
thee portrait of the king. What does the portrait of King Chulalong-
kornn add? Through the king's portrait the lokhet places the owner's 
wealthh and status in the context of the narrated portraits of moder-
nityy and independence as parts of Thainess, while placing this 
wealthh and status in a moral perspective. Lokhet tell that the strive 
forr affluence and societal status is essentially Thai, also for women. 
Ass a simultaneous expression of both wealth and adherence to the 
cult,, the lokhet also justifies wealth as a reward for moral conduct 
andd spiritual dedication. 

Furthermore,, lokhet are a means to demonstrate one's en-
gagementt with religious and nationalist activities. Such activities 
aree widely acknowledged as necessary and important. The societal 
networkss inevitably evolving around these activities can render 
middlee class women the kind of acknowledgment and status that 
traditionallyy was only accessible for men. The material qualities of 
thee different lokhet express the position of the owners in the hierar-
chiess of these networks. As the case of Wat Doi Chang shows, these 
networkss operate alongside traditionally male religious domains and 
thereforee do not compete directly with male-dominated networks. 
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